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Recycling of waste made worthwhile
by Steve Fischer
In Southern Ontario each
person generates six to seven
pounds of garbage every day,

which amounts to about three
tons of garbage per family a year.
These figures are expected to
double in 20 years unless
something is done to reduce
waste. Thanks to K-W Probe and
several Twin City companies, old
newspapers and metals can now
be recycled.
K-W Probe is a local conservative organization, interested iri
promoting waste reduction and
recycling. They have an office
located in the Environmental
Studies Building at the University of Waterloo and can be
reached anytime during the day,
Monday to Friday by anyone
interested in finding out more
about recycling, or other areas of
conservation.
Clemmer Industries, located
near the University at 446 Albert
St. Waterloo is a metal fabricating company and can recycle any
kind of metal such as soft drink
cans or fruit juice cans or iron
nails.
A large red bin has been
placed just inside the gate, and
there is a red and white sign on it
which reads "Community Metal

collect glass, metal and paper for involved. Despite this he believes
recycling, here in Kitchener- that some type of recycling must
Waterloo. They were collecting be available.
from as many as 6,000 homes a
Anyone interested in recycling
month and used a huge
Kitchener incinerator building, is welcome to attend a "Garlent to them by the city, for bage" meeting held the first
storage and as a base. UnfortunTuesday of every month at 7 p.m.
ately, Miss Feick moved out in Room 221 of the Environmentwest for university, the city took al Studies Building
at the
back the incinerator and the University of Waterloo. There
manpower proved insufficient to will also be a "Garbage '77", an
handle the amount of collecting information day on the problems
to be done. The group slowly of garbage and the solutions at
diminished and eventually folded < Bluevale Collegiate on November
in 1974.
19, from 9:30 a.m. until 4 p.m.
Mr. Hellman doubts that over Mr. Hellman urges anyone who
a long period of time any would like to find out more about
the K-W area.
There was a volunteer organizvoluntary organization such as the recycling programs available
ation, called Conscience, started Conscience could survive beto phone the Probe office at
in 1971 by Jenny Feick that did cause of the work load, and costs 885-1211 ext. 3780.

drive in your area and when it
Recycling Depot".
Metal waste items can be will be.
placed in the bin day or night,
As well, the Probe office can
except Sundays, when the gates give you directions to a shed
are locked. The bin will be owned by Joseph and Company
emptied and the contents proceswhere you can take your
sed along with the company's newspapers. The shed is located
waste metals.
on Breithaupt Street in Kitchener
Ends should be removed from but has no posted address or
the cans and the cans should be sign, so it is difficult to find
flattened so they won't take up without explicit directions. They
much room in the bin.
prefer that you bundle the
In Kitchener, Superior Sanitanewspapers securely in piles of
tion company is collecting bundl- about a foot high, Mr. Hellman
ed newspaper on a regular basis. said.
They have a contract with the
At present there is nowhere to
City of Kitchener to collect all recycle glass bottles and jars in

garbage and thus had little
trouble getting a contract to pick
up newspaper in addition, on a

separate basis. Waterloo's garbage, however, is collected by
the city and as yet, Superior
Sanitation hasn't been able to get
a contract to pick up newspaper
here.
Although there is not a regular
collection in Waterloo, there are
by Beatrice McMillan
other groups such as boy scouts
that do make collections, accordIf you can imagine a bed
ing to Eric Hallman of K-W travelling over 100 miles down a
Probe. The Probe office has road on four wheels,, then you are
information on the date and prepared for WLU's winter
location of these collections, and carnival.
by phoning them you can find out
On January 14, 1978, a
if there is going to be a paper bedpush event is tentatively
scheduled to start off the
activities. The bed is to be
pushed from Western University
to our campus by a busload of
by Steve Graham
The main purpose of the volunteer students taking shifts
The executives of Tommora luncheons is to give the student right through the night.
Club have a very interesting an idea of exactly what is
Claude Turcotte, chairman of
method of getting its members involved in a particular job. This the carnival this year along with
job information. Donna Breadner information aids the student in Doug Robinson, said that more
indicated that every year the club making his own personal decision events are being prepared.
members get in touch with local with regard to the particular field Already a beard growing contest
executives involved in various of business he wishes to prepare is beginning.
business fields (accounting, fi- for. Miss Breadner indicated that
You can participate in many
nance, marketing, sales, etc.) the students pick up the tab for new events this year: cross-counand set up luncheon dates with the luncheon and the Tamiae try skiing, a car rally, and of
the executives.
Club foots the bill for a gift sent course more parties.
Approximately six members of to each participating executive.
Last year's successes like the
the club go to a luncheon with the Miss Breadner indicated that the hayride, a fashion show, an old
businessman, and get informaclub is mainly comprised of English pub, and a casino night
tion on this field, how he got second year business students, will be part of this year's events.
started and whatever else the but others are invited to
With increased enthusiasm the
students are interested in.
participate.
carnival is planned to continue
for eight days straight Saturday
to Saturday compared to six days
last year. This will mean pulling
some all-nighters for some
ment of an activity in the SUB
by Karen Kehn
participants.
The Operations Procedures that it felt was detrimental to
Right now a logo contest is on.
Agreement (OPA) is a proposed university functions. This section Anyone can submit an original
agreement between the Student has been changed. In the revised name for the carnival printed on
Union and the University. Four OPA, the University can negotia- an art design to be used for shirts
years of negotiation have gone te the continuance of the and buttons. The
entries are to be
into the composition of this controversial activity.
handed into the WLUSU office by
document. The main objectives of
The major clause for disagree- Nov. 14th. First prize is a clock
the OPA are to outline the ment between the University and radio. "Snowball "75", Blizzard
WLUSU is a section of this clause '76 and Winterland Unlimited"
responsibilities and the relationship between WLUSU and the which says:..."...the Union shall are all past winners.
not enter into direct commercial
University.
Turcotte mentioned that the
At registration, the University competition with the University
collects the Student Union fees in the Student Union Building by
on behalf of the Union. The OPA duplicating any major services
outlines the transfer ofthe fees to provided by the University." In
the Union. The management and other words, WLSUS cannot open
a bookstore in the SUB. In return,
payment of the Student Union
by Eileen Fischer
In some quarters of this
Building is defined in several the University cannot open a bar
university the fact that 2nd, 3rd,
clauses. The Union is responsible or a pub on campus.
for delegating the administration
Some student directors feel and 4th year business students
of residence policy to House that neither the Union nor the are required to pay a somewhat
Councils. The jurisdiction of the University should compete with higher tuition fee than arts and
Dean's Advisory Council is also each other and that the agree- other students is in question. One
defined in the OPA. Student ment should be binding on both particularly stimulating facet of
the question is the purported fact
representation on administrative
sides.
and academic bodies will be
Cameron French, Commis- that music students pay the same
negotiated by the Union and the sioner of University Affairs, feels price as arts students but
that the University does not wish allegedly cost more to educate
University.
One clause concerning the to be restricted. They will not than business students. Persons
operations of facilities has been support the OPA if this clause is in charge of the business
negotiated and revised for two changed. French feels that the administration of this university
years. In an early version of the OPA should be signed as soon as feel this is wholly explicable. The
OPA, a section of this clause possible, so the Union and the government subsidies for busistated that the University could University can have a sound basis ness students are higher than
those for arts students, and those
on which to operate.
interfere with the commence-

Winter Carnival now underway

Business lunches

OPA near signing

The three co-chairmen for this year's Winter Carnival are Herb
Hartfield, Claude Turcotte and Doug Robinson

next organizational meeting will
be in the Turret on Wednesday
November 9 at 6 p.m. for anyone
wishing to help plan the events
and make the carnival a success.

In the mean time, if you see

that bed down the street in the
middle of winter, manned by a
crew...it will not be an episode
from the "Monkees T.V. Show".

Tuition fee differences
subsidies for music students are
highest of all. The given reason
for the extra price for business
student's tuition and not for

students in each faculty and the
total operating expense for each
faculty. It is difficult to see
exactly how the cost of educating
music students has little to do business students is more than
with the allegedly higher cost of that of educating music and arts
education for business students; students regardless of the govtheir rates are higher, presumaernment subsidies. However, it is
bly because the average number likely that there are additional
of courses for business student is factors of significance considered
six as opposed to five for other before any accusations of unfairness to business students especistudents.
While this explanation seems ally in comparison to music
reasonable, it may be difficult to students, may be made.
satisfy one's self as to the
The matter is worthy of
justifiability of this arrangement consideration, but much research
after examination of figures is necessary before conclusions
pertaining to the total number of may be made.
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Renumeration for dons to be evaluated
by John Pellowe
Last year, the Inter-Residence $1,000 to $600. At W.L.U. the
only remuneration that a don gets
Council chaired by Mark Robinson made proposals on several is a free room and telephone.
issues (one of them the Willison This amounts to about $900
Lounges) to the University which places the dons $300 over
administration. At that time the limit. Therefore, any don who
Colin MacKay, Director •of is on OSAP will have this amount
Student Services and Cliff Bilyea, knocked off his/her grant.
Business Manager, agreed that
the dons' position and remuneration should be re-evaluated
annually in November. To start
it off Bilyea conducted a survey
by Sue Vohanke
last spring among ten universities. The survey asked such
of Canadian University Press
questions as: How many resiEqual pay for work of equal
dents are there per don? How is value.
the don paid (ie. room and board,
That central demand of the
room only? What are the dons' women's movement isn't anyresponsibilities?)
where close to becoming reality.
In fact, according to a new
To throw a wrinkle into this
re-evaluation though, Mr. Bra- Labour Canada study of the
den, Director of Placement and earnings of men and women in
Student Awards, was notified by similarly described occupations,
the government that the amount the gap between men's and
of money that a person could earn women's earnings is nearly as
from part-time jobs while on wide as ever.
The report, which is based on
OSAP was being lowered from

As a result of this, MacKay together to submit a report to
suggested to the administration Colin MacKay around the middle
that a bursary be given to these of November, who will then study
dons for the amount by which their recommendations. Althey were over the limit. This though the report is nearing its
idea was turned down. So now final stages of preparation the
Mark Robinson and Dean Nich- authors are reluctant to go into

ols, Dean of students, are acting

details about it, thinking that it

would be unfair to MacKay to
discuss it publicly before he has
has a chance to read it and that it
will also lessen its impact when it
does become public in a few
weeks if everyone already knows
what it says. So we'll just have to
wait patiently for a little while.

Women make small gains in labour force
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Softool Services
By having your picture
taken on campus by Ed
Ireland School Services
you will be included in
the 1977-78 Graduate
Publication. Your $10.00
sitting fee includes this
Publication plus
6
proofs. Ed Ireland
School Services will be
on campus for your
convenience January 23
to February 10. For
information and appointments call Lorraine at
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date from October 1975—the
data available—

most recent

shows that:

-the average hourly and weekly
pay rates for men exceeded those

for women in virtually every
occupation.
-the dollar difference between
men's and women's average
annual earnings in 1974 widened
in every case from what is was in
1969; and
-in the five-year period from 1969
to 1974, the gap between the
average earnings of men and
women full-year workers closed
up by only 1.8 per cent.
The gap between women's and
men's salaries is no small one. In
1969, men earned an average
79.9 per cent more than women;
in 1974 they earned 78.7 per cent
more.
Another Labour Canada study
released earlier this year, which
surveyed women in the labour
forpe, helps explain why women
made such limited gains in
earnings compared to men.
The survey shows that women's position in the labour force
explains the limited change in the
gap between earnings of men and
women.
Although women in some
occupational categories did make
gains, they tended to work in
categories where there are few
women. And the most limited
gains for women came in areas
where large percentages of
women work.
Women tend to be concentrated in a few job categories—categories which are largely unorganized and which tend to pay lower
wages. For instance, more than
half of all working women work at
clerical or service jobs—areas
which are overwhelmingly non-

unionized.

Another surprising trend the
survey shows is that despite the
dramatic increase in numbers of
women in the labour force
between 1965 and 1975, women's
choice of occupations didn't
change much during the decade.

|

Another factor which the
labour force survey points out is

that women are far more likely

than men to work at part-time
jobs, which generally offer less
job security and, as a result, less
chance that women will press for
improved, more equal salaries.
Women who worked regular
part-time in 1975 accounted for

just more than 20 per cent of the
female labour force, but men
part-time workers represented
only 5.1 per cent of the male

labour force.

***

also another area where many
women work: in seasonal jobs, or
jobs which they worked at less
than 50 weeks of the year.
In 1969, men who worked 40
49 weeks earned 73.5 per cent
more than women who worked
the same number of weeks;. But
by 1974, men working 40 to 49
weeks were making 97.1 per cent
more than women. In other
words, during that five-year
period, the gap between women's and men's earnings
increased 146.6 per cent.
And that wasn't even the area
where men gained the most for
employees who worked less
than 10 weeks a year, the gap
between men and women increas
-ed 328.8 per cent.
The report on men's and
women's earnings also looks at
average weekly salary rates for
similarly described occupations

-

—

the junior sales classifications.
Statistics for nationally averaged hourly wage rates for men and
women in similar jobs also show
that considerable differences
exist between men's and women's pay.
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cent.
Another area where women
gained little, and in some cases
actually fell further behind, was
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As well, only 3.4 per cent of all
working women work in managerial and administrative jobs in
1975.
On the other hand, the largest
single group of employed women
36.1 per cent of them— work in
clerical jobs. That's the area,
according to the study of men's
and women's earnings, where
women ca,ught up the least,
closing the gap between their
earnings and men's by onlyl.2per

Despite the gloomy over-all
of women in the labour
force, women in some occupations did make gains between
1969 and 1974.
in five cities:Halifax, Montreal,"
For example, the average Toronto, Winnipeg, and Vancouannual earnings of women in ver.
Although earnings varied from
managerial jobs increased by a
city to city, the discrimination in
greater percentage in the fiveyear period than did men's pay along sexist lines existed in
earnings in similar jobs.
each city.
The statistics show that the
In Halifax, for example, a
gap between increases in men's junior sales person in the retail
and women's salaries was reducindustry earned an average of
ed by 21.1 per cent. However, $152 a week if male but only $102
that gain is less impressive in weekly is female. And, in each of
view of the fact that the dollar the cities except Winnipeg,
difference between men and women who were in the top sales
women in managerial jobs was classification earned lower week$5,216 in 1969 but $7,794 in 1974. ly salaries than men who were in
status

-
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Recognized as the official Grad Photographer
for 77-78 by Student
Publications.

The survey shows that the
percentage of women working in
the community, business and
personal service industries was
45.1 per cent in 1965 and 43.9 per
cent in 1975; the differences
between the percentage of
women working in other industries varied even less.
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884-2990.

In 1965, women composed 29.1
per cent of the labour force and in
1975 they accounted for 36.7 per
cent of all workers. Yet, the
distribution of women in various
job categories showed practically
no change during the same
decade—although large numbers
of women were entering the
labour force, they tended to work
in the same, lower paying,
non-unionized clerical and service jobs where women were
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We have four licensed lounges. And
remember every Tuesday night is amateur
night.

WATERLOO

Sun-Thurs
Fri-Sat.

10am-2am
10am-3am

Super Subs are Super!

Assorted Cold Cuts
Ham
Salomi
Spiced Loaf
Cheese
SuperSub

Roast Beef
Corned Beef

Oktoberfest Sub
Hot Pizza Sub

$1.40
$1.40
$1.40
$1.40
$1.10
$2.10
$1.60
$1.60
$1.60
$1.40
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University admission and proficiency testing
(CUP) The debate over admission ation of Canadian University
While a number of institutions
and proficiency tests is growing Teachers of English, which says claim to have set the tests on a
ever more heated as increasing there is a widening gap between "strictly diagnostic" basis, they
numbers of Canadian universities the most literate students and say at the same time that future
and colleges are instituting, or at other students at post-secondary decisions regarding remedial
least experimenting with, such institutions.
programs and other courses of
tests.
action will depend on the results
International students are beAlthough entrance examinaing hit particularly hard by the of the tests.
tions and high school matricula- increasing emphasis on proficienAdministrators at some institutions, such as the University of
tion tests were commonplace in cy and admissions tests.
years past, the tests were largely
Most Canadian universities Waterlo6, have said they are
withdrawn during the 19605, require international students to imposing language testing as a
when post-secondary education some degree of proficiency in result of "concern in the press
English before admitting them. and education over the lack of
in Canada was booming.
Withdrawal of the tests, which The three main tests used, which ability of students to meet
was supported by admissions vary from one institution to minimal writing standards."
Undeniably, the results of
officers across the country, another, are the Test of English
followed considerable research as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) proficiency tests, especially at
during the 1960's which showed from Princeton, The University of institutions where large numbers
that the tests were unreliable as Cambridge certificate in English of students "fail", have been
predictors of a students probable proficiency test and the Univergiven high profile in the media.
success in post-secondary educa- sity of Michigan proficiency test. But many questions about the
tion, and tended instead to be
But some institutions are tests are yet to be resolved.
screening devices of a student's tightening up their requirements
A key question is validity. The
for international students. For structure of proficiency tests at
social background.
But the trend away from example, Montreal's Concordia different institutions varies conadmissions and proficiency tests University recently raised the siderably, and some educators
is in the midst of a nearly TOEFL score required for admishave objected to the testing
sion, arid at the same time methods used.
complete turnabout.
The discontinued SACU tests, significantly increased the score
For example, proficiency tests
including the Canadian Test of required on diagnostic language for first-year students at the
English Language and the tests to exempt students from University of British Columbia,
Canadian Mathematics Place- remedial English courses.
which have resulted in a near-40
ment Test, which were acquired
The new Concordia policies per cent failurerate in each of the
from SACU by the Association of mean that international students last two years, are structured in
Universities and Colleges of are now evaluated differently two parts: multiple choice quesCanada (AUCC), have been used than are Canadian citizens; prior tions about the grammar of given
experimentally at several Ontario to the new policy, international sentences and a brief essay
campuses by the Council of students, landed immigrants and question.
citizens were evaluated according
Ontario Universities.
Although the high ÜBC "failThere has been increasing to the same standards.
ure" rate recieved wide press
emphasis on English proficiency
Other universities, such as the coverage, the media rarely
tests as admissions requirements University of Manitoba, have explored the nature of the test.
for- international students who recently decided to formally set
Yet, many educators have diswant to attend Canadian post- out the ways in which internamissed multiple choice questions
secondary institutions. The tional students whose first as a ludicrous method of testing a
AUCC is currently planning to language is not English must student's ability to write coherinitiate its own Canadian-based qualify for admission—making
ently.
official what has been loosely
language tests.
Other questions which have
Although these kinds of tests practised at the university for been raised about the tests
are billed as purely "diagnostic" some years.
include: What are the tests
The imposition of diagnostic looking for? How effectively do
many students, faculty and
administrators at the campuses and proficiency tests at many they test for these specific
where they are given have universities has also been heatthings? How does anyone effectwarned that it is likely these edly debated.
ively test for minimal competdiagnostic tests will be used in
the future as screening devices.
And in the last year, in
Ontario, calls for province-wide
Dancing
university entrance examinations
have come from a University of
Nightly
Toronto task force, as well as the
two provincial ministers concerned with education.

ing to test results.
Other universities which have
set up remedial English programs, such as the University of
8.C., complain that although
they are funding such programs,
they don't believe that universities should be in the business of
providing remedial instruction
for students, and will phase out
such programs as quickly as
possible.
And others have expressed

ency?

And, perhaps the most vital
question during a time of
education cutbacks and expectations of decreasing enrolments at
post-secondary institutions is
what to do with the students who
don't pass proficiency tests?
Professors at the University of
Manitoba, whorecently called for
remedial English courses at that
university in response to what
they termed declining standards
of English, said they recognize it
would be financial suicide for
institutions to turn away or fail all
students whose language skills
were less than adequate accord-

concern that students are likely to

be increasingly penalized simply
because the existing school
system doesn't prepare them to
pass
proficiency
tests.

University news today
Visa students planning to visit Reserve Room, first floor, Librathe United States during Christ- ry. Persons on campus are
mas break may obtain visitor visa invited to select titles for their
application forms from the reading pleasure. A title may be
retained it another is substituted.
Student Services Centre.
Contributions are welcomed and
A paperback browsing collec- may be placed in the box beside
tion oftitles of general interest in the rack. Please note • the
various subject fields has been following: No hardbacks or
placed on a rack outside the textbooks, please.

We'd like
tosee
the smile on
yourrace.

Continuous

from

8:00 p.m.

The increasing emphasis on
proficiency testing and discussion of admission tests has been

fuelled by results of tests
conducted in recent years on
various campuses, which claim/
there is a high level of illiteracy
among first-year and incoming
students.
Interpretations of these test
results have been supported by
several recent studies, including
one commissioned by the Associ-
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APPLICATION DEADLINE
for the September 1978 entering class

Interdenominational
CAMPUS WORSHIP SERVICES

Every Sunday morning
11 a.m
Room 280
Sponsored by Christian Reformed
Church

November 15th, 1977

Discussion Group
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Every Wednesday Night
7 p.m.
Room 1101
Engineering HI U of W

Applications Available
in

Come and
MEET YOUR CHAPLAIN
Office hours every Wednesday

Career Services
Lower Floor, Student Services Centre

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Chaplain's office

Student Services WLU
or by appointment 884-1970 Ext. 240
Chaplain Remkes Kooistra

886-6106

267\Veber Street,North.
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comment

letters
Ancilliary Enterprises turned in a
profit of over $60,000 last year
(much, but we don't know how
At the Sunday, October 16 much, came from conventions
board meeting of the WLUSU during the summer).
directors, a very rash and injust
Unless more students show an
interest in these areas, there will
decision was reached.
I am referring specifically to be no research team in these
the dismissal of Mike Regan as areas this year. Those concerned
the Director of Student Activities. students can allocate their time
It was poor commentary upon the and energy elsewhere, where it
democratic traditions of this might be better used. All I really
organization, that Regan was not want to know is whether the
given an opportunity to prepare a student body could care less
defense for himself against this about these areas. If so, let your
unprompted attack.
sentiments be known through the
It appears as it Regan is the Cord or my WLUSU mailbox.
scapegoat of the Students Union,
Also, I certainly hope that if we
which is indeed poor commentary don't get any more interested
people, or at least are aware of
upon the membership Conveniently, the board was able ,to student concern in this area, that
forget Regan's devotion to his there will not be any more
position, his work record, and his complaints as to the price of your
achievements as D.S. A. The time parking stickers and books, or the
devoted by Mike Regan during annual residence and food
orientation week this year, increases
Cam French
assisting in many events and the
Commissioner of
organization of programmes was
one of the successful achieveUniversity Affairs
ments.
I put it to the board to produce
an equally dynamic leader.
Chances are it wouldn't be one of
their present members. I also felt
that Mike is deserving of an
I am writuig this letter in
apology, though it would be of
little value from the personalities reference to the article which
that have done so much to ruin appeared in the Oct. 27 issue of
the Cord concerning women's
him
Tom Thorn athletics
here at Laurier. There
were a number of points Miss
Wolfe made which have caused
great concern not only for myself
but for those women at W.L.U.
The Commission of University who do take part in the Varsity
Affairs and your student union program.
thought it would be good idea if
First of all I would have to
several students were to take a agree that certain teams do have
detailed look at the Ancillary trouble competing with the larger
Enterprises of this institution. universities which offer Hon.
Every year students complain Phys. Ed. degrees (Laurier DOES
incessantly about the price of NOT offer a 4 year Hon. degree)
books, the annual hikes in —this is why the league has 2
residence and food and the $35 divisions in a lot of their sports.
that the parking permit costs. And Laurier is not the only school
Yet, when the opportunity arose that has teams competing in the
for concerned students to exa- lower division (eg. Waterloo,
mine these areas and make Toronto — field hockey; Toronto,
Volleyball). I feel that
constructive criticisms thereon, a Guelph
mere handful of students were it is more worthwhile to compete
interested. Hence, the logical at this level and develop
experience and a winning atticonclusion would be that students really don't care about tude and then move up, rather
prices in areas where it hurts than compete at the higher level
them most. They are not immediately and continually lose.
bothered by the fact that I also agree that there is an

Scapegoat?
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Women's

Athletics

Apathy-again

—

inequality of funding, but, that is
improving every year.
The point in Miss Wolfe's
article which was the most

upsetting was the statement,
"One method of raising popularity in women's sports in both
athletes and spectators woud be
attracting serious athletes". I
would like to know or meet an

athlete, male or female, that
would practise 5 times a week,
one and a half hours a night from
September until February who is
not serious. What sane person
would walk out of practice with
their tops and shorts soaked with
perspiration, covered in bruises
and at times, barely able to walk
because of sprains, and not be
serious? What person other than
someone who is serious would
spend half an hour in the training
room

before practice having

whirlpools, heat or ice treatments, getting taped so they
won't hurt their ankles more than

they're already injured, practice
for 2 hours then go back to the
training room for more treatment? If serious athlete refers to

those females who are carded
athletes in Canada or are training
for national teams, scholarships
will have to be offered (which'
would be in direct violation of the
leagues rules and regulations and
would result in the immediate
suspension of all teams from the
league). If Miss Wolfe, or any
other student on this campus
feels that these women athletes
are not serious and do not train
hard, I personally invite them to
come out and take part in one of
our volleyball practices. Then
maybe they will have a better
idea of exactly what is involved in
varsity athletics.
I am totally amazed that
anyone at this university would
attempt to write an article about
women's athletics and never
even attempt to talk with the very
person in charge of the women's
program. If you were to write an
article about Coach Smith's
basketball team would you

interview Mr. Knight?
Maybe if writers for the Cord
would include the good things the
women's teams have done, more
female athletes would come out
for the teams. As an example, the
volleyball team, after years of
being a joke to the other

It's about that time in first semester when everyone is bogged
down with six midterms, ten labs and god knows how many
essays (you've lost count), with only six weeks to go before
finals. And all that every one feels like doing is either crawling
in a hole and hoping that the whole mess will disappear, or
screaming —anything —at the top of your lungs. Well, take it
from someone who has tried both in the very recent past—they
just don't work.
So, instead, my friends decided that it was time that I took a
holiday. They were tired of me being grumpy and looking as
thoiXgh I hadn't had any sleep in three weeks. So, with my life
threatened if I didn't show, six of us piled into the cars and
disappeared for the weekend to a cottage in the Muskokas.
So now the comment comes that you've got too much work,
and that you couldn't possibly take a weekend off. Wei I, so did
I. So did the rest of them. So we all took our books with us. Some
holiday? You're right. But, as we all realized as the weekend
progressed—it wasn't so much the books, or the work. It was
just so nice to get away from the constant pressure that there is
while being within the confines of the university. Or even
Waterloo. The change of scenery was great. The perfect weather
on the weekend was a big factor too. Being able to go canoeing;
having a barbeque; even just sitting outside working in the
sunshine was relaxing. Everything that we all needed.
Now maybe this isn't your type of relaxation. Maybe it's
partying. Maybe it's watching television. Maybe it's going to
the AC. and taking out your frustration on a squash ball. All I'm
saying is —when your work starts piling up, and there is no end
in sight, don't panic or get depressed. Get away from the books
for a while. Go to the football game this weekend —that should
be exciting. Take Thursday night off and go to the Greaser Pub.
DON'T spend every night working. Believe me— you'll get
more accomplished in the long run if you don't.
To the crazies on the weekend —thanks. Now I've got a little
bit of sanity to keep me going for a while—hopefully until
Christmas.
So now that I've given a few words from the not-so-wise-some
times, I'll sign off. See you next week. I hope.

carol adams, editor
universities, ended last season
with a 12-2 record and first place
of their division. The Curling
team has always done wellgetting
into the finals just about every
year they compete. This year 19
girls have signed up to compete
in sychronized swimming. As
Gary Jefferies said, participation
in intrmurals has tripled. You
can't expect miracles, overnight
— developing teams takes time
and, maybe, if people like writers
for the Cord would be more
positive, this time could be cut
short.
MarionLeach

Co-ordinator, Women's Athletics
Varsity Volleyball Coach

Student

support

In reference to the, dismissal of
Mike Regan, the Director of
Student Activities, we feel no
discontent due to the Board of
Directors' decision.
In view of Mike Regan's past
behaviour regarding 1) allowing
security to drink during Octoberfest in the Theatre Auditorium
which could have resulted in the
loss of the campus liquor license,
2) the inability to co-operate with
the OMB, Board of Directors
full time staff, executive of
WLUSU and his own department
resulting in Che ineffective
functioning of the corporation
and 3) his methods of improper
procedure and unauthorized methods of changing pre-established policies which hindered the
progress of the Student Union,
we feel that the dismissal was
only realistic solution to the
problem.
The decision for the dismissal
was made by a three-quarters
majority of the Board of Directors

(8 to 2). Eight individual
students, by secret ballot representing you the Students, voted
in favour for the dismissal of the
Director of Student Activities.
The decision was a well thought
out process and not made without
careful consideration of the
ramifications of their decision.
The Board of Directors were
elected by you the students. They
acted in your best interest and
realized that you the students
would be the ones to suffer if this
decision was not made.
Any students who are uncertain about the Board of Directors'
decision to dismiss Mike Regan
from his position may go to the
WLUSU office for specific information. Individuals elected or
appointed for you are more than
willing to provide you with the
facts of the dismissal. Therefore
if you feel discontent by the
decision for the dismissal of Mike
Regan go and get the facts. We
did and still do approve of the
Board's decision because we feel
they acted in the students' best
interest.

concerned students

Valeric Beckett
Kate Wylic
Roger Crosbie
Paul Nelson

Oktoberfest
We would all like to tell you
how much we enjoyed your
Oktoberfest. It was the best
Oktoberfest that we have ever
attended. The music was terrific
and it was well organized!
Thanks again for making our
weekend of October 7, and
October 8, one of the best ever.
We will always remember itl
Beni Tiery
Chris Odstricel
Dianne Corrigan
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Representation or misrepresentation
they talk out of the sides of their
mouths! Be astounded by their
ability to say one thing and do
another! Yes sir, just 15 thin
dimes. And as an added bonus
you are eligible in the "free
tuition for all" contest! Step right
up. OFS
they were outstanding at Western (out standing on
Richmond Street)"and now they
are outstanding at Laurier (out
standing on King Street waiting
to get in). Yes sir folks, step right
up
go away kid you bother me
step right up, step right up...
Sounds a bit like an old W.C.
Fields routine doesn't it? Well it
certainly isn't, at,least not to
OFS. They want in here at
Laurier desperately. Last year
the University of Western Ontario turfed them out for one basic
reason
they didn't represent

—

by Murray Souter

Step right up folks

—

see the
greatest show on earth
yes sir,
for just a measly $1.50 see the

—

death-defying, stupifying, utterly

unbelievable OFS charade! Just

six thin quarters will allow you
folks here at Laurier to see their
act! Watch with amazement as

—

—

—

the Western students any longer.
This is not an isolated case
either. Many universities in
Ontario have been seriously
reconsidering their affiliation
with OFS, and OFS is running
scared.

In the late 60's and early 70's
the college and university student was as completely different
breed from student of today.
They were out to change the
world by any means (short of
violence) they felt was necessary.

They had a very socialistic
approach to issues that concerned them and the society in
which they lived. It was during

this era that the OFS was born.
As it grew it continued to hold the
goals and objectives of its
founders close to its heart. But

the Students changed. They students thought the fee differbecame less concerned with the ential was a much needed and
world in which they lived and necessary policy. Whether it is
more concerned with adapting to right or wrong is academic, that
it. But alas, OFS didn't change. fact remains that if OFS is to
They continued to maintain their represent us, they must do so
left wing image and radical without question. But they won't
stance. They still maintained and and this is the prime reason why
.believed that these are the views student governments are seriand opinions held by the ously sitting down and evaluating
students. They falsely represen- the benefits and costs of OFS
ted us to Queen's Park on issues membership.
we neither supported or believed
It would be unwise for Laurier
in. A prime example is the goal of
free tuition for all students. How to join OFS now. The organizamany of us today can view that as tion has little credibility with the
a realistic
and responsible powers that be. They are a dying
objective? Their fight, just last organism in its death throes. My
fall, over the Foreign students opinion is that we have a better
fee hike was again a false chance of being heard in Queen's
representation, especially here at Park or Ottawa if we approach
Laurier. A properly conducted our local M.P. or M.P.P. as
survey proved that the Laurier responsible mature adults.

Plight of Social Democrats in Canada
by John Webster
governments they now must face
Amidst the highly volatile loss in Manitoba, a very poor
scene of contemporary Canadian showing in the Ontario provincial
politics, that is, the battle for election and combining that old
federalism, now even televised world of disaster in 8.C., it
live from the House of Commons, appears to be all downhill. A real
to the drifting dollar and the tragedy resulting from the
plight of the nickel workers there infamous summer campaign in
must exist some remorse for the Ontario was the loss of party
Canadian Social democrat or if leader Stephen Lewis, now
you will, an "N.D.P.". This enjoying the same status of this
calendar year certainly cannot father and former federal counrate as a good one for the social terpart. Some may rejoice at the
welfarist representing the N.D.P. departure of this sometimes
As federally the N.D.P. could arrogant but intelligent provinalways rely on the credibility of cial.party leader — but have they
their party through provincial looked in the wings? The public

acceptability of Michael Cassidy not dare to venture into the realm
is something that I would not of deciding the future of Social
want to test in this province. The democracy. I don't believe we are
failures provincially surely are no moving away from it, on the
solace to the federal party contrary, reality for the NDP is
members. Exactly where they fit the reality that governments
spend too much and misdirect it.
in this showdown for confederation I feel is uncertain. This kind The political backlash from the
of political style is not to their public harms the NDP as that
taste-buds, let's hear more about association with large expensive
the role of the corporate welfare social programs exist. Social
bums as our economy slowly — welfarism, or whatever label you
that's the key, slowly, chugs apply, is not evil, is not dead
away with the rate of our unless you wipe out the last 40
productivity while this is purely years of Canadian political
speculation and not designed to history. I guess it is easily stated
meet any empirical test I would that the political mood of this

nation

— ignoring any arguments

about" Canada's existence as a
nation — is not conducive to the
election

of

Canadian

social

democrats, now or in the near
future, that is to say to the extent
that their political aspirations
seem to be at a relative pace

transformed into reality. That
pace is now very unsteady. One
highlight must be the timing of
Schryer's downfall before INCO
dropped a bomb inThompson.The
reality of remorse for a social
democrat is that you will never
meet a happy one, anyway!

'

Television in the eyes of the young
by Pat Earl
There has been much controversy lately, with regard to
whether or not children should be
allowed to watch certain programs on T.V. (or in fact, if any of
us should). There have been
innumerous reports as to this

result and that result, and the

case against violence on T.V. has
been hashed over so many times
that I have, for this instance,
decided to look at the other side
and offer the opinion that it's
alright to let your children watch
whatever kind of T.V. program

they want.

Consider this: The old adage
"Don't send your children to
church, take them", can easily be
applied to the theory that any

style of programming can be a

real learning experience for a
child if one or both parents could
be present and interested enough
in teaching the child HOW to
watch television. For instance,
the commercials that tell us that
if we can't sleep, we can take a
pill; or it you want to be popular,

you must wear some special
product that will attract. These
advertisements are both amusing
and dangerous as it could reach
the average child and convincingly prove all these theories and
promises. Where the parent
comes in is to find out what the
child actually thinks is happening, either in the ad or in the
program (Kojak, Mickey Mouse,
or whatever). Ask the question
"What just happened there?"
This is the perfect time to find out
how they think about things
they've seen. Ask them if they
think what they saw was "good
or bad", keeping it simple,
bearing in mind that you are
dealing with a child.
Violence is, after all, a very
real part of everyday living and
although most of us never
encounter really violent acts, it is
important to be aware that it does
exist and the ability to cope with
is, at any age, is invaluable. The
networks are doing what they can
to curb overly violent scenes, but,
like every other business, their
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1| Reggie's Corner!

3 January Admission
—I
Again for the fourth year, students may begin studies in
January. It is expected that some fifty or sixty new
O students and twenty returning students will enroll at that
CC time in Arts or Science.
D
Four two term courses-English 120, Geography 100,
d Philosophy 100 and Sociology 100 will be offered
course is
> beginning January 2nd for the winter term. Each
O composed of six lecture hours a week. A number of
S- one-term courses (3 hours a week) are also available from
H the current time-table.
We hope that our students will make this information
> known to friends who may be interested. Brochures are
O available in the Admissions Office.
=i
Note: Fall term final examinations in all faculties-Dec.
3j 10-22.
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income depends largely on
advertising money, directly related to what people are watching
and they are watching violence.
The T.V. is fast becoming a
complete home entertainment
centre and in the future, huge
screens will be installed in the
family room and much of the
leisure time will be spent in front
of it. As long as the program
content is of a disturbing nature,
it is imperative that children be
taught to understand what they
are viewing just as you would
teach them to prepare food and
take care of themselves. A game
that is very effective to play
during commercials might be as
follows: A commercial for some
Drug Company usually has some
one wearing a lab coat or may use
someone like Robert Young
(Marcus Welby M.D.). These
visual effects give some measure
of credibility to the advertise-

ment and make it much easier to
believe that what they are saying
is a fact. For instance, the phrase
"Most Doctors Recommend.
Ask the child (or yourself) "What
is the key word". Of course, the
key word is "Most", indicating
that not all doctors recommend
this product or guarantee its
effect. Explain to the child what a
"Key word is and each time you
apply this game to the advertisement, let them guess for
themselves.
It won't be very long before all
you have to do is say "Key
Word" and the child will respond
accordingly. The forbidden fruit
has always tasted better and

keeping this is mind, ask yourself
just how much control you will
have over what the child will
watch, when they are old enough
to visit their friends at their
houses or are left babysitting
somewhere. All of the above is
only food for thought and

although most of you don't have violence will be reduced and
children yet, you probably will more empathy allowed to take its
have and heaven knows what place in all of us.
T.V. will be like by then.
How have you been watching
Censorship is something

everyone has an opinion about,
so what good does it really do to
censor real-life situations, why
keep us in the dark. Better we
should be aware and understand,
and possibly through this, the
apathy created from watching

television,

are

you

apathetic

toward something you see so
often it no longer phases you?
Examine your viewing habits, ask
yourself some pertinent questions, then watch with your brain
as well as your eyes.
v
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Cheating and plagiarism
by Barb Wolfe
The recent eruption of midterms and essays necessitates a
look at cheating and plagiarism.
Basically, plagiarism involves
the presentation of a piece of
work that is not one's own.
Cheating is the using, giving, or
even the attempt to use unauthorized material during an
exam. It also includes the use of
one piece of work in more than
one course without prior permission. Everyone will remember
with a smile some experience in
cheating or cheaters from public
school. At university, it is not
such a harmless offense. During
examinations, a proctor, after

observation of a cheater, will
inform a witness. If they find
grounds for believing that cheating is taking place, the exam will
be confiscated along with any
other unauthorized material.
The student, not needing to
make a statement at that time,
will be invited to prepare a
written statement. The statement
of the student and proctor, along
with'the exam articles, will be
handed over to the Registrar. The
course instructor, Department
Chairman and appropriate Dean
are then notified of the incident.
Further investigation is carried
out by the Dean, including an
interview with the student

This week's question
by Lola Markovic

involved.
A report with possible recommendations is made to the
President of the University who
will make a final decision on the
matter. It should be needless to
note that the penalties not only
include re-doing the piece of
work, failure, or suspension—
but, more importantly the loss of
self-respect to the individual. If a
student is uncertain as to
whether his actions constitute
cheating or plagiarism, he should
consult the instructor /involved
before continuing.

You are being watched—be

forewarned!

Fight against money squeeze
OTTAWA (CUP)-Following a
conference that, according to
executive secretary Dan O'Connor, failed to deal with "the
fundamental questions of concrete on-campus activity," the
National Union of Students
executive met for a marathon
session on Oct. 24 to pull
together a workable plan for the
organizations fifth year.
Their plans call for a massive
speaking tour, involving the
entire eight-member executive,
some of the staff and some
provincial student organizers,
that will spark local campus
interest in a campaign to fight

ment, that regional disparties Employment minister Bud Cullen
be reduced through increased in November, detailing the
in some students' demands and the
' national funding
areas, that aid to graduate

students be increased and
part-time students be eligible
for aid.
The general principle behind
the demands is "that there
should be no financial barriers to
post-secondary
education,"
O'Connor said.
The focus of the campaign
wasn't derived so much from
conference motions as it was
from the perception that' 'the gut
concern of delegates in all areas

high unemployment, increasing was the attack on accessibility
tuition fees and inadequate that has accompanied current
economic conditions," explained
student aid.
After the meeting, NUS O'Connor. The priority of the
executive member Punam Khosla conference was unemployment,
explained that "while NUS will he added, but the new executive
always fight, in the long run, for plan puts it in the context of the
universal accessibility, we have general economic situation and
decided, in the short run, to try calls for action on all fronts.
The speaking tour, designed to
and reverse the current trend in
post-secondary education to de- bring the program to students
creased accessibility." The exe- through student unions, will be
cutive has developed a three- accompanied by increased research on all ofthe main points in
point plan on cutbacks, unemthe campaign.
ployment and student aid.
A brief will be presented to
The NUS demands are:
that post-secondary institutions grow to meet inflation so
tuition fees need not increase;
that the Young Canada Works
criteria change to allow projects of an ongoing nature, that
jobs help develop practical
skills and that wage levels be
comparable to those in the
private sector, that there be
increased funding for the
program and general massive
job creation by government;

Canada

Student

Loan

Plan

plenary group will be petitioned
to change the program to

accommodate students' real
needs.
Khosla says she expects this
NUS campaign to be more
successful than previous attempts at educational and action
work, because the plan calls for
"demands that people can relate
to in their everyday lives." She
says that in the past, NUS
campaigns have tended to ignore
the immediate concerns of
students to focus instead on the
long-term goals of universal
accessibility to post-secondary
education.

Bill Woolfry
4th year Philosophy
I think smoking in the cafeteria
when everyone is eating doesn't
go too well. (His bad habit is
raising his eyebrow.) Procrastination such as watching T.V. is a
bad habit. It's a waste of time
and I lose my brain on T.V. Not
rinsing off the dishes before
washing them is a bad habit.
When I'm nervous, I stand on
one foot and then the other. I
don't make an eye to eye contact

with the person.
John Cressman
Part-time Ist year Business

Bad habits are biting fingernails, picking your nose and ears,
and smoking, when girls put their
hair in their mouth and when you

trigger happy photographers!
What do I do when I'm
nervous? I fiddle around with
something I guess. I worry. I
have a drink.

Liz McClenahan
Ist year General Arts

Smoking I think is & bad habit.
Procrastination is bad. I hate
watching other people eat in the
cafeteria if I'm not eating. People
walking down the hall in groups
for security is a bad habit. People
not being open with one another
and unexpected interviews are
bad.
When I'm nervous, I play with
my hair, I cover my face, I smoke,
I talk too much, I giggle. When
I'm nervous I have a phony smile
and I usually mumble my words.
Brian Bristo
2nd year Honours Politics
Bad habits are when people try

keep up with the other guy.
Stealing other people's ideas is
also a bad habit.
When I'm nervous, I frown a
lot. I probably sit up straight and
I freeze.

•

Rose Raimondo
Ist year Honours Business
Bad habits are smoking...um,
nail biting, being defensive and
apologetic, and having inflated
egos—people coming from exams saying that they aced them
when they didn't. Spitting on
sidewalks or out of car windows,
people who like to publicize how
loaded they can get and "cattiness" of girls in general, are bad

and;
that a student's actual resources and costs be used as the
basis for the aid plan assess-

habits.

When I'm nervous, I bite my
nails, I eat a lot and I become

Thanks gang

very fidgity—tmove around a lot.

Many thanks this week to all
my illustrious staffers (not to
mention all the regular editors
who do extra typing.) The "fast
fingers on the keys" award this
time goes to several people,
including: Margot Snyder (sorry
about ruining your phonecall!),

Loretta Heimann, Bruce Cunningham, Herb Morell (did I spell
it right this time, Herb?), Brian
Harrison, Ronalee Kennedy (glad
someone else is too short for the
typewriter besides me), carol
adams, and Elizabeth Lynn (did
you figure out the spelling of that
word yet?). Thanks also to
Lorraine Hore for the lollipops
and the talk session. Hope all of
you will come back next
week—we really appreciate it!

What do you consider are bad habits?
What do you do when you're nervous?

to impress other people by being
what they're not, so that they will
be accepted by other people. It
bugs me when people play games
putting someone down because
they don't measure up. We
should never judge people, but
take them for what they are.
Drinking to prove manhood is a
bad habit. The whole game is to

•

•

pics by Stan Switalski

And me...
There are bad habits all around us, everyday. Different people
have different habits, and are affected by certain habits of other
people. In our civilization a burp at the dinner table is rude but
in Arabia it's polite. Whatever we do and wherever we are, we
should consider the presence of other people when dealing with

On guard to dazzle

..

"bad habits" and "nervousness"!

To enhance the beauty and value of

your diamond ring, we offer a wide selection of
diamond inserts and guard rings. We can
make addition beautiful
without subtracting
a big chunk of your budget.

ELECT
TERRY FOSTER
for
Student Senator
Monday, Nov. 7

*

30 KING ST. W.

KITCHENER

©L "
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Earn extra money for
Christmas doing tele
phone sales work in
the evening. Call
Mike at 884-0410
between 5 and 7,
Monday to Thursday
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Sanford and Townsend band pure dynatnite
by Loretta Heimann

Sanford
& Townsend Band
This dynamite LP was first
released a year ago. It was the
bands first effort and a very good
effort at that. But it met with the
same fate that so many other
good albums face-it just didn't
catch on.
Fade out.
Fade in one year later and
voila, the same band releases a
tune called Smoke From A
Distant Fire and the song literally
catches fire and bums up the
charts until it hits no. 1.
Record companies, in this case
Warner Brothers, are always hot
on the trail of a buck. Being the
opportunists they are, they
quickly re-released the album
with only a few minor changes.
And surprise, now one year later
the Sanford & Townsend band
has a super hit single and a
chart-climbing LP. (Such is the
weird and wonderful world of
rock music ... Aerosmith had gone

the same route- Dream On had
been released and nothing
happened. A year later, the same
song is released and becomes an
instant and certified hit and
carries Aerosmith off to fame and
fortune.
Ed Sanford and John Townsend have been together for
many years, the past four as
talented songwriters in L.A.
Their music has been recorded by
the likes of Bernie Taupin and
Loggins & Messina.
This band has paid their dues
and it shows up on the vinyl - a
very professional and polished
disc all the way. It's a great
album, full of life and spirit that
so many bands today seem to
lack. Their early rhythm and
blues apprenticeship is the liey
component of their music and
makes for a unique and pleasing
sound.
Even though it's second time
around for this album, it is
definitelynot second hand. It's
well worth checking into.

Upcoming concerts
Toronto
Harry Chapin
Styx
Good Brothers
Queen
Gino Vanelli
Weather Report
Aerosmith

Nov. 6&7
Massey
9:00
Nov. 17
Gardens
8:00
Nov. 18
Massey
8:30
Nov. 21
Gardens
7:00
Nov. 24 Concert Bowl
8:00
Nov. 27
Convocation 6:30,9:30
Dec. 10
Gardens
8:00

$5,6,7
$7.70
$4,5,6
$8,9
$7
$7
$7,8

Young Man Gone
West
By City Boy
This five man British band
appeared at Seneca College last
week with Be Bop Deluxe in their
first Canadian concert.
Now, that may not sound like
much to you, but the surprising
fact is that City Boy came out the
definite crowd favourites at the
end of the night, quite an
·a ccomplishment for a warm-up
act.
This band produces a unique
sound which their new album,
Youg Man Gone West, will attest
to. All the tracks are good but the
first three cuts on side one .are
superb - Bordello Night, Dear
Jean (I'm Nervous) and lloneymooners- and shows off their
vocal and instrumental talents

Nov. 3
Nov. 19

UofW
Auditorium

8:00
8:00

$4 stu $5 non
$7

CAREERS IN
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Back to school. Exams. Christmas. More classes, more
exams and graduation. And next. ..
Right now you are probably thinking about the past several
years and what you have to look forward to after graduation .
While you're at it, consider the personal growth and satisfactions you could experience at Procter & Gamble- a leader in
the consumer products industry. We regard training and
development as our most basic responsibility because we
promote strictly from within Procter & Gamble. We know of no
way to train people to become managers other than to have
them learn by doing.
Economics, history, psychology - our managers include
diverse backgrounds . More important than your specific field
of study are such basics as intelligence. leadership ability,
innovativeness, and a solid track record of achievement .
Prior to on-campus interviews, representatives from Marketing, Finance, and Sales will be visiting your campus to answer
questions and talk about their experiences at Procter &
Gamble. Specific date, place and time will be advertised soon
in this newspaper and at your placement office. The visit will
be a one-day informal session in which all interested students
can learn more about career opportunities in business
management at Procter & Gamble.
As a first step , we invite you to visit your placement office and
obtain a copy of our literature. Additional information is also
available in the library file in the placement office .
Plan to be at our pre-recruiting session necessary, drop in any time .

no appointment

influence and flowing music.
Even though Tom Johnston is
still with the band, he does no
lead vocals on this LP, whereas
he did most of the vocals on
typical Doobie hits like China
Grove and Long Train Running.
He also wrote those songs, and
most of the songs on the Capt&ia
and Me LP, but contributes
minimally to this new LP. The
result is a mellower Doobie sound
but it still makes for good
listening. They still possess the
sound and vocals that can be
pinpointed as uniquely "Doobie".
There are a lot of lively and
rockin' tunes on this ·album There's A Light, Little Darling I
Need You (A Hollahd-Dozier and
Holland tune). Echoes of Love is
the first single to be released off
of this LP and is doing well
already. A treat for Doobie fans.

well.
The title track is a fine blend of
the excellent singing abilities of
Lol Mason and Steve Broughton.
The band has the knack to use
each facet of their musical
potential to its best.
A fine all-round production for
those of you who appreciate some
variety competantly handled.

Livin' On The Fault
Line Doobie Brothers
This is the feature album in the
bookstore this week and is
currently no. 10 on Billboard. It is
the first album with original
material on it from this illustrious
band in almost two years - last
year their "Best Of" LP graced
the record shop stands.
This album continues along the
same road that "Takin' it To The
Streets'' took, with that jazz
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Radio Laurier Program Schedule
Friday
8-10am
10-12 pm
12-2pm
2-4pm
4-6pm
6-8pm
8-10pm
10-12 am
12-2am

November 4 to November 10, 1977
Breck Hertzberger
Mark Filo
Dave Bolton
Frank Theriault
Loretta Heimann
Greg McKeown
Rick Weiss
Steve Griffin
&Jim Maclean

Saturday

K W Area
Harry Chapin
Styx

Thursday, November 3, 1977

4-6pm
8-10pm
10-12am
12-2 am

Rob Laurie
Mark Pytlik
Bruce Westlake
Luke Charbonneau

Sunday
12-4pm

European Imports
Special-Kurt Ditner
Stan Switalski4-9pm
8-10pm
Matt Murphy
10-12 am
MelCooly
12-2 am
David Westlake

Monday
8-10am
10-12pm
12-2pm
2-4pm
4-6pm
6-8pm
8-10pm
10-12 am
12-2am

Carla Biancucci
Dave Ross
Don Bourgois
Russell Kastner
Michael Rennie
Damon Bennett
Steve Sims
Greg Irvine

Tuesday
Steve Bang
8-10am
Chris Killey
10-12pm
12-2pm Christina Gulewitsch
The Chuck & Paddy
2-4pm
W agonne Show
4-6pm
Steve Goettler
Chris Ulmanis
6-8pm
ChrisRushforth
8-10pm

10-12 am Mike Constable & Rick
Elliott
12-2am
John Honsberger

Wednesday
B-10am
10-12pm
12-2pm
2-4pm
4-6pm
6-8pm
B-10pm
10-12 am
12-2 am

Bill Demers
Phil Fowler
Stan Switalski
Neal Cutcher
Ken Hines
Steve Denvir***
Peter McHugh***
Paul Kelly
Dave Orsini

Billboar~

8-10 am
Kim Bradshaw 3.
10-12 pm
Pat Shanahan 4.
12-2 pm
Frank Erschen 5.
2-4 pm Melissa Dolbeer & Scott
Flicks 6.
4-6pm
Robert Evans 7.
6-8pm
Meacheal Vuylsteke
8-10pm
Andrew Thomson 8.
10-12am
Bruce Westlake 9.
12-2am
David Westlake 10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

***jazz

Listeners are reminded that
besides Wednesday night jazz
programming and .a Sunday
afternoon European imports
special, there is a variety of
non-AM music from all genres rock, folk, and general popular to suit a variety of musical tastes
over Radio Laurier FM.
The Radio Laurier news
department features Laurier Report, a · summary of news,
weather, sports, and community
events at 5:30 p.m. weekdays.
Any persons interested in

Get even furttier ahead
with an M.B.A.
A representative from McMaster University's
M.B.A. program will visit your campus on
Wednesday, November 9. A presentation will
be made at 12:30 p.m. in Room 3-201, Central
Teaching Building.
Full tknie
Programs available:
Work/study
Part time

McMASTER UNIVERSITY FACULTY OF BUSINESS

Top L.P.'s

1. Rumours-Fleetwood Mac
2. Simple Dreams-Linda Ron-

Thursday

Graduatrng?

lllml!l

working on spoken-word programming, including ~uch areas
as musical commentary, drama,
interviews, and other production
work, are asked to come up to the
Radio Laurier office, second floor
of the Student Union Building.

~

stadt
Aja-Steely Dan
Foreigner-Foreigner
Shaun Cassidy-Shaun Cassidy
Rita Coolidge-Rita Coolidge
Love You Live-Rolling
Stones
Moody Blue-Elvis Presley
I Robot-Alan Parsons Project
Livin' on the Fault LineDoobie Brothers
ChicagoXI-Chicago
Little Queen-Heart
Star Wars Soundtract-Meco
Foghat Live-Foghat
jt-James Taylor

is.
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completely
start and the
begins to
experiencing
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mind transcends
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"restful
from waking,
sleeping but just

Cooky
Crutnz
-The Stones might be planning
a spring tour of America.
- Mick and Bianca Jagger
probably won't divorce; not if
Bianca can help it. You see, it is
written in their contract of
marriage that if divorced, Bianca
will not receive any of Jagger's
$55 million.
-David Bowie and the late Bing
Crosby will appear together
singing ''Little Drummer Boy"
on Crosby's 42nd annual Christ·
mas special.
-Robert Pant, remaining reclu·
sive in his English home since his
son's death, denies any rumours
that he is leaving Led Zeppelin.
-Rod Stewart finally got ex-love
Britt Eckland evicted from his
Holby Hills estate. She gets none
of his $15 million. Hmmm!
-Chicago fears they may have
played too often for too many
people, and that they are not
exciting their audiences the way
they should. There has been no
discussion about breaking up but
the solution to the band's
problem will be to concentrate on
tours outside North America.

dial.
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"Relatively Speaking" is a big success
by Barry Glebe
"The most fun of having an
affair is keeping it a secret."
That secret is not that easy to
keep however, as displayed in the
play Relatively Speaking.
Relatively Speaking was presented from October 25th to the
29th at the Theatre ofthe Arts, at
University of Waterloo, his
British comedy was s definite hit,
complete with a well constructed
chain of events, a quick pace,
clever dialogue, and excellent
acting. I must comment John
Plank for his superb direction.
His actors and actresses utilized
their credible movements and
facial expressions to the fullest.
This was one of the important
keys to the success of the play.
There are four characters in
Relatively Speaking. Ginny
( Chris Broga) is a young woman
with a sordid past who is

obstensibly attempting to reform.
Greg , her lover (Treb Allen) is a
young naive man; very innocent
and unaware of what is going on
around him. Sheila (Tessa
Gillard) is a middle-aged woman;
sincere, mysterious, dumb on the
surface, clever deep down inside.
She is the smartest of the group.
Her husband (George Joyce) is a
devious businessman. He always
worries about his reputation and
constantly tries to be the coold sly
type; but all of his plans backfire
as he is perpetually caught with
his foot in his mouth.
The opening scene takes place
in Ginny's flat in London. The
two characters (Greg and Ginny)
display a chaotic life. They are
seen rushing around in between

dressing and gulping down their
tea. Ginny says that she is
visiting her parents and she is
late for the train. Actually Ginny

is going to see Philip so that she
can break off the affair which has
been going on for some time.
Greg wants to marry Ginny and
wants to accompany her to her
parents place, but Ginny dissuades Greg from doing so. Greg
suspects Ginny's unfaithfullness
from various clues in the house,
mens slippers under the bed, a
drawer full of chocolates, flowers

both actors prove themselves as

the play progresses.
The next scene and the
remainder of the play takes place
in the fashionable garden of
Philip and Sheila. Their lifestyle
is a direct contrast to that of the
younger couple. They are seen
eating their large breakfast
leisurely and they discuss trivial
things; for example, Philip
about the house, a matchbox with begins the scene saying "I can't
Philip's address on it which say I'm quite taken with this
Ginny explains as being her marmalade."
parents address. Greg decides to
visit the address on his own so he
Greg enters the scene thinking
can speak with Ginny's supposed
that Phil and Sheila are Ginny's
parents. This is whn the parents. Philip and Sheila don't
complications begin. This scene know who Greg is. Philip also
is the weakest of the play. The
suspects Sheila's infidelity but is
two actors are very unnatural probably more concerned with
although the dialogue is definitehis own. When Ginny arrives on
ly plausible. Their actions appear the scene, Sheila thinks that
to be artificial and uncomfortGinny is just a secretary of
able. This fortunatley changes as Philip's. Philip thinks that Greg
is Sheila's lover. The total
incoherent complicated events
make a marvelous comedy which

Inside TM—Maxim Newby
Most college students today
are aware of the Transcendental
Meditation technique as a means
ofrelaxation; but few understand
just how special and valuable it

is.
Firstly, TM is unique in that its
practice is completely natural,
completely effortless. We just
start and the mind automatically
begins to settle down by
experiencing progressively refined values of a thought until the

Since "restful alertness' has not
been found outside the practice
of TM, it is a second point of
uniqueness.
This experience prepares both
body and mind to engage in
activity with more freshness,
clarity, creativity and awareness,

further research has shown that
the TM Programme effectively
reduces mental and physical
stress, unfolds creative intelligence, promotes harmonious
inter-personal relationships and
mind transcends the finest level produces a state of inner
of thinking and experiences the fulfillment.
These natural effects and their
source of thought, the mind's
inexhaustible reservoir of energy spontaneous occurrence add a
and intelligence. Awareness or third point to clearly distinguish
alertness is not lost but is actually Trancendental Meditation from
expanded while in the body a all other techniques which
state of deep rest occurs which involve effort, control, hypnosis
even in beginning meditators is or auto-suggestion.
twice as deep as the rest of
However, despite its profound
deepest sleep.
effect, TM is so easy that even
This state of functioning of little children can learn. We just
body and mind has been shown by sit' with eyes closed for 15-20
scientific research to be a fourth minutes twice a day and use a
major state of consciousness, simple procedure that only
'restful alertness, separate requires the ability to think a
from waking, dreaming or thought. Then we go about our
sleeping but just as natural to us. daily activities as before except

follows in the trend of Neil
Simon's Cactus Flower. In all of
that the addition of TM makes the dialogue, at least one
activity more rewarding and character is clued out on whats
more enjoyable.
being said. As a result, thoughts
The first step in learning about never connect between characTM is to attend an introductory ters. As complex as this may all
lecture given by any one of the 83 seem, it is a coherent and well
World Plan Centres in Canada. written play thanks to its writer
Locally, the K-W TM Centre has Al Ayckbourn.
recently moved to 11 Charles St.
E. Kitchener, 576-2446. Those
Although all of the performanalready practising TM can also ces were near perfect, Tessa
utilize their local centre for Gillard (Sheila was the most
checking of meditation and for outstanding. Her calm approach
advanced lectures.
to the part combined with her

natural abilities made her stand
out amongst the others. The lady
has a Gynnis John's personality
and she has great stage
presence.

The audience can identify with
all of the characters in certain
aspects of their personality. This
allows us to be quite objective
and very interested in the action.
U of Ws next production will
be Mother Courage and her
Children" by Bertolt Brecht. It
plays from Nov. 15th to the 19th.
if Relatively

Speaking

5^
Think you may be
pregnant?
Let Birthright
help you.
free pregnancy tests
579-3990

'

lipi

Imagine top 40 radio

w

ft

i..M
"""
without

the hype.

Instead you get rock journalist Jim Millican -who counts
down the hottest songs from Canada's national top 40 survey which is compiled by computer every week.
Instead of inane chatter and interruptions you get the most
music and meaningful talk including behind the scenes
profiles of the artists, the song writers, the record producers
and up to the minute reports from the pop music capitals
of the world.
"Ninety Minutes With A Bullet" is high calibre rock radio
Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m. wherever you find CBC on your
dial.

Radio

"^*-

'jJSJr'

SEE MAJOR PHOTO LINES, INCLUDING;
CONTINUAL DEMONSTRATIONS, SEMINARS
MODELING, SLIDE SHOWS, DOOR PRIZES
MUCH MOREff
AVAILABLE AT*l.OO PURCHASED AT THE FOLLOWING STORES,
APMISSIONITCKETS
OR *200 AT THE POOR. ACCON\FANIEP CHILPREN FREE.'

•
•

Bent's Cameras Camera Craft
Heer's Camera K-W Photo
Hi Way Market Pond's Guelph

•

is

a

reflection of whats to come, I'd
advise you to go td see the next
play. The production will be
presented at the Humanities
theatre. It's fantastic entertainment!

"YOU PON'T HAVE 10 OWN A CAMERATO PTTENR"
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film: "You Light Up My Life"
by Susan Thomson
You Light Up My Life is a
movie now playing at the Cinema
right across"from Market Square.
This movie seems to be a one
man show: written, produced and
directed by Joseph Brooks. He
also composed, arranged, and
conducted all the music. It's a
wonder he didn't act in it!
The plot is typical schmaltz.
The girl want to be a singer
her Daddy want her to be a
comedian. Of course she is
just to
engaged to Mr. Awful
please daddy. To top it all off, she
who
meets Mr. Wonderful
maybe isn't so wonderful after

—

—

—

all.
Didi Conn plays the girl, Laurie
Robinson, with unabashed cuteness. I have to say she played the
part well but it's not a part that
would challenge anyone. You
could say she was playing Marcia
Brady in Hollywood. I hope for
her sake someone offers her a
decent acting part.
Joe Silver plays Si Robinson
Laurie's father. I think if they
ever put out another version of
Gypsy Rose Lee, he'd be great as

—

—

Kampus

Kitchen

—

This

movie

will

probably

satisfy those people who like to

don't have to give to everyone,
you know.) Make your own cards
and gifts, show your own style.
Last year for the first time,
friends and relatives made a
point of thanking me for my card.
Kampus Kitchen, c/o The Cord I made them myself. People will
Office.
notice and the relationship will

Food for Thought
"A gift is a personal expression

of the relationship."
How much of an expression do
you convey "Running around
Christmas week, and being
unable to find jus the right gift,
will settle for the next best
thing"? How about that "someone who has everything". How
on earth can you express yourself
to them and stay off the soup
line. There is a way. Get back to
basics and create your own gifts.
You must start early though and
be very selective regarding the
people you want to give to. (You

benefit.

Meal in a Skin
Stuffed Potatoes

—

Ingredients:
4 large potatoes
1 mcd. can drained salmon or
tuna

half cup Cheeze Whiz or grated
cheese
half cup finely chopped onions
quarter cup butter or marg

paprika

salt and pepper

Method:
Bake potatoes (do not wrap in tin
foil) then cut in half lengthwise.
Hollow out each side, leaving

TRAVELLERS

A JERRY WEINTRAUB PRODUCTION
GEORGE BURNS • JOHN DENVER • "OH, GOD!"
TERIGARR-DONALD PLEASENCE
Based on the Novel by AVERY CORMAN

I WATERLOO I|
THEATRE

24 KING ST. N.

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY
7:00 & 9:00 P.M.
MATINEE SATURDAY
SUNDAY 2 P.M.

*

W.L.L.

Grad

Special

1-Bxlo 2-5x7
including sitting
for only $23.50
ready in time for
Christmas

259 King St. W. Kitchener
745-8637
offer expires December 1,1977

at movies. The plot is
simplistic and there is no artistic
or sociological message but that's
entertainment!
For those of you who like the
song though, you can buy the
record sun by Debbie Boone.

don't take my word for it! The
music itself was perhaps the best
part of the movie. "You Light Up
My Life" was most definitely my
favourite song in it

This is the third week this
in other
Gypsy's mother
words, he was the typically pushy column has been running now
mother seeking stardom for and once more I remind you that
if you have anything to add to this
her/his daughter.
section, please feel free to send
in your request or recipe to the

What would you
do if God
came back to earth
and contacted
you to tell
you that the world
can work?

Nry

Actually the acting was quite
good for a movie of this calibre
but...the jokes were bad, the
script was a little too mushy and
I think someone dubbed the
singing voice although it wasn't
so
mentioned in the credits

Gray Coach Bus Lines Inc. may be
forced to cut back certain bus routes
as a result of the Ontario government's decision to let Greyhound Bus
Lines compete with them on a few of
their more lucrative routes. The
Kitchener/Waterloo-Toronto route
could be one of those routes affected.
If any student(s) would like to do
research on this issue or would care to
oppose it, we have the means but lack
the man/woman power. Please
contact the Commission of University

Affairs, 2nd floor S.U.B. for further
details.

by

Pat Earl

shell. Mix potato with butter,

cheese, salmon, onions, salt and
pepper. Mix well. Stuff mixture

generously (heaping) and sprinke
with paprika, cheese or pepper.
Place in oven again for 15
minutes at 375 degrees and serve
with one or two vegetables.

Great Carrots

Cut the ends off the carrots (2-4
carrots). Scrape them with a
potato peeler and quarter or slice
(depending on how you want
them to look) Just cover with
water.
Add:

1 tbsp. sugar*
1 tsp. salt
1 tbsp butter or margarine

half tsp. pepper
•Dieters, substitute 1 or 2
packages of "Sweet and Low"
sugar substitute.
Boil the devil out of them until
there is only one quarter inch of
water left in the saucepan. DO
NOT COVER. All the color and
the flavour of the ingredients go
back into the carrots. They look
more orange and taste semi-candied.
For really candied carrots, skip
the above recipe and cover the
carrots with Black Cherry pop
instead of water. Let them boil
down, as above and you have it
made.

Helpful Hints
•Xmas wrap is so ordinary, why

not make a change this year.
Wrap your gifts in "end of the
line" wallpaper. You can pick
this up in any paint and
wallpaper shop for peanuts.
•Remember, toast does not have
fewer calories than bread.
•To remove odors from the
house, bring 1 cup of vinegar to a
boil on the stove in an old tin can
and then let let simmer for 15
minutes. The odors will disappear and so will the vinegar
smell.
•Did you put in too much soap
powder? Sprinkle salt on top to
reduce the suds, it won't affect
the dishes or the laundry.
•Pick the lint off dark clothing by
wrapping scotch tape around
your hand and running it over lint
areas.

Shopping Clues

Wilfrid Laurier Chaplains
Association presents

How Should We Then Live?

by Francis Schaeffer
A ten episode film series portraying
the rise and decline of Western
thought and culture...
Episode 5:
THE REVOLUTIONARY AGE
Monday, November 14, 7:30 p.m.

L

RoomlEl,W.L.U.
Coffee and Discussion Afterwards
Free Admission

•Compare the price of the "store
brands" with the "brand
names'.' for a slight reduction in

price.
•The price of cheese is increased
with age. Compare this old
cheese with mild or medium
cheddar for economy.
•Packaging is expensive. Don't
buy a head of lettuce with a
plastic wrapper or some other
fancy get-up arount it. Buy chunk
cheese (cheaper by the lb.)

instead of individually wrapped
sliced cheese.
•When buying cottage cheese,
get the plain kind and add your
own celery, green pepper or
onions for a spring garden effect
that will cost you less. P.S.
Cheese is high in protein and can
replace meat dishes for dinner.
•For those of you who are in a
position to make your own meals,
may I suggest you do so. You
may be pleasantly surprised to
find that plain cooking can be fun
and easy, (not only on you but on
your wallet).

... to be

Thursday,

November 3, 1977

November 3

—WLU Faculty of Music presents the Amade Trio in the
Theatre Auditorium, tonight at 8
p.m. Admission $4, students &
seniors $2.

The Cord Weekly

— WLU vs Guelph at the
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
—The Entre Six Dance Co.,
Montreal's dynamic young dancers will perform at the Humanities Theatre, U of W tonight.

Tickets are $5, $3 for students.

— ECK

the Force
sustaining all life and ECKAN
KAR is the individual path to
total awareness .An introductory talk will be held tonight at
is Spirit,

1

7:30 p.m. at the Campus Centre
Room 113 at U of W. All
Welcome.

November 4
—Jr. A Rangers vs Oshawa at the
Auditorium at 8 p.m.

November 5

— WLU vs Ottawa
Auditorium at 2 p.m.

at

the

November 6
—Jr. A Rangers vs Sudbury at

the Auditorium at 2 p.m.

-The Black Walnut Ballet
Society will present a dance
recital today at 2:30 p.m.
Admission free, will be at
Kitchener Public Library.

November 7

—CUSO needs skilled people to
work overseas. Two information

sessions will be held. One at 3:30
p.m. in Arts Lecture Hall 1137 U
of W and again at 7:30 p.m. at
the Kitchener Public library.
"Great Personalities in Canadian History" continues at 12
noon today. Dr. Palmer Patterson
of U of W will speak on "Joseph
Puall—Leader of his People." To
be held at Kitchener Public
library.

—

November 8

— Bill Reimer will show you how

to run a projector tonight at 7
p.m. at the Kitchener Public
Library. Call the Film Dept. now

since class size is
limited.
The Waterloo Regional Lung
Association is sponsoring "Better Breathing Classes" to help
those individuals with asthma,
chronic bronchitis or emphysema. This clinic will begin on
Tuesday, Nov. 15 at 7:00 at WLU
Athletic Complex. It continues
for four weeks and is free of
charge. Pre-registration must be
done through the Waterloo Long
Association (251 King St. West,
Suite 327, Kitchener, or phone
579-1140) at least one week in
advance of the class.
to register

—

November 10

—

Book Review Luncheons continue today at 12 noon. Mr.
William J. Cowls will speak on
"Majesty" by Robert Lacey. All
welcome, will be held at
Kitchener Public Library.
—Jazz and Blues Club presents a
program on the "Golden Oldies
or Be-Bop Revisited" tonight at
8:00 p.m. at Kitchener Public
Library.

,

asanalternative..CUSO

Bob-Shoo-Bop-Revue
They are a Sha-Na-Na type of
group from South Jersey, whose
affectionate lampooning is a real
crowd pleaser. Instrumentally
and vocally, this nine man group

— one of the members drag. Their big number is
sounds just like Little Anthony. "Leader of the Pack", complete
The act is tight and enthusias- with dramatic pantomime by the
tic. An added attraction to the act bass singer, in the role of the
are the Bob Shoobettes, which greaser who meets his fate on a
consist of four of the Bobs in (toy) motorcycle.
is great

redoubled
The

bidding

needs

some

transfer. South must bid two
hearts. Having done so North's
two spade bid says: "forget
about the heart transfer, please
bid your lowest ranking four-card
suit." (It is the Baron Convention). So, after hearing that the
South has four clubs and four
spades, and not four hearts North
can see that a club slamwill play
much better than will no trump
slam.

The play was straight forward.
West led the heart king. This was
won in dummy, the declared
played the Ace of Clubs and a
small club to the king, getting the
bad news. Then he proceeded to
cash the spades. After West has
followed to three rounds of
spades the contract was virtually
assured. On the fourth spade,

(13-15).
I played this hand in a
duplicate game on Friday night. South discarded North's small
All players but one landed in heart.
6NT. If West covers the Q of
Diamonds (as he should), South
Now South led the Queen of
can only ever take 11 tricks.
Diamonds. West played the king
However, our auction was and the dummy won with the ace.
slightly different from most Then dummy played the jack of
diamonds, led another diamond
auctions.
and trumped it in his hand with
the ten of clubs. Then he led a
heart and West was fined. If he
trumped low or discarded,
North's 8 or trump would win the
trick. If he trumped high, dummy
would over-ruff. Whatever he did

South woule win the last two
tricks by ruffing a diamond in his

hand and ruffing his heart in
dummy. All south would say was
"We've got to bid these'cold
grand partner" The last two we

bid were down one...

Opportunities for Business,
Technical, Education,
Agriculture and Health

Monday, November 7th professionals.
3:30 pm
„
are being discussed by a
„■„„„—t——f—:
place:
Arts Lecture Hall 113 UW ,-., ,<>,-.
itcuSO programme officer
TTan
almj: t~w\
Nnpm
coming to your community
date:
time:

by Cameron French

expansion. The diamond bid is a

Before you see the Bidding or
contract, cover all hands except
the north hand and try to picture
what contract you might arrive at
if your partner had opened INT

.

Work Overseas
Information Session

—

~—

~„ ~..,

Kitchener Public Library

CUSO
151 Slater St.
Ottawa, Ont.
KIP 5H5

WLU PHOTO COMPETITION
The Office of Publications is sponsoring a photographic competition open to all
WLU students. Prizes will be awarded in two categories - colour and black and
white prints.

•
•
"•

•
•

RULES
ALL entries must be submitted as 8"xl0" prints
ALL entries must be of campus life, i.e.:-residence, class scenes, lab shots,
football, library, dining hall, pub, etc. and must have been taken between
September 1, 1977 and November 30, 1977.
Entries will be judged by Mr. Barry Lyon, Director of Publications and carol
adams, editor of the Cord Weekly.
ALL prints submitted will become the property of the WLU Office of
Publications and may be used in university publications.
In addition winning entrants must allow the WLU Office of Publications to
make a copy negative of winning prints/
Closing date for entries is DECEMBER 2, 1977. Winners will be announced in
the Cord.

PRIZES
will be awarded in each category as follows:
Ist prize - $100.00
Entry forms may be obtained from Mr.
2nd prize $ 50.00
Barry Lyon, Director of Publications in
3rd prize - $ 30.00
Room IC3 of the Arts Building.
4th prize - $ 20.00

-
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TEE VEE and MEE
by Chris Liedtke
Now that fall is creeping its
way into our lives (i.e. it's getting

colder),

we

are

rummaging

around for our gloves and cursing
the coming of winter weather. It
can be a perfectly lousy season,
especially if it rains too much.
Why am I talking about lousy
weather in a TV column? Well,
it's very simple: on ferocious fall
days, when it's so blustery
outside that you can't enjoy
sports, it's great to sit in a cosy
chair or cushion and watch those
sports on TV.
I'm not a great sports fan
myself, but I must say that sports
programs in the last few years
have gotten better and better.
The forerunner, I think, in

presenting sports in an entertaining way is ABC. They do a
super job covering the Olympics,
and who can beat their ABC's
Wide World of Sports? Maybe
the reason ABC is so successful,
is that they make sports
understandable to the sportsdummies like me. (Definition of a
sports-dummy: someone who has
been watching an entire game,
football for example, and still has
to ask "Who's winning?"

As well, ABC provides capsule
commentaries and biographies
during the breaks in the game.
They make those breaks bearable
which is something the other
networks have to work on. I

watched Skate Canada last
weekend, and even CTV had
problems filling the gaps. The

U Christmas Flights to Vancouver and Halifax! jj
■ Toronto/Vancouver/Toronto Dec. 20/Jan. ■
1
1 3 and Dec. 21/Jan. 5...5199.
Jan.
Dec.
19/
||
■ Toronto/Halifax/Toronto

1

1 3...5125

(
I

Universities Travel
■ Service 44 st. George street, Toronto (416)
1 979-2604 or 173 Lisgar Street, Ottawa
1 (613) 238-8222.

m Contact Canadian

J

1

~~1 £

si The Cord has started

«•

a new feature for WLU students •£
It
a
only. permits student to announce cheaply what they
would like to buy or sell or trade or borrow or announce.
Rates are 5 cents a word with a minimum charge of 50
cents. All ads must be submitted to Student Publications lj
'<Zm on the Monday before the issue and payment must be 21.
made then. You are also requested to show your current
up
«■ WLU student card at the time of payment.

Jj

•
*«•

BED for SALE — Contact Anne at 884-4335
Cm FOR SALE — One slightly used Harry Martyniuk, New

'3

paint job. Under 21,000 miles, body in average condition;
needs some work: Phone 884-1893

j
"3

DUAL BIRTHDAY GREETINGS - To carol adams and 5*
Lorraine Hore, dons of C 3and D3W respectively of Clara
Conrad Hall. They both will be celebrating their birthdays
on Wed. Nov. 9. Please remember to wish them a Happy g
Birthday and buy them a card for that day. This message £
bought and paid for by the be kind to carol and Lorraine JP
committee.
•■

'2
«a

U

I

by Matt Murphy

The lights were dimmed as
usual; the same as any other rock

,
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MCA-76 preamplifier. We
believe that
these products
make an

Wf

I
I
important I

V

l(v ■

I

SL2OQ-and the

HI

«
iv

I

moving coil

contribution I
to the high I
fidelity I

W

I
I

industry.

Come in and audition them
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OUR DISCO PROVIDES CONTINUOUS

MUSIC THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT

I

W
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I Sgrand hotel^-J
1
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Every Monday Nite: GONG SHOW
Every Tuesday Nite: AMATEUR STRIP CONTEST

Bridge Street Kitchener

- 744-R367

II

PHI

WP

Global will show Walking Tall

at midnight. This 1972 drama is a
very well done account of sheriff
Buford Pusser's fight against
crime and corruption in Tennessee. It has a highly emotional
ending, so save your Kleenex.
A more cheerful movie, and
one I highly recommend is
Conrack on channel 11. Jon
Voight is super as a senstitive
teacher who reaches out to black
kids on a poor island off South
Carolina.
And if you're still up at 1 a.m.
the Midnight Special on channel
2 stars Lou Rawls, Rod Stewart,
Harry Nilsson, K.C. and the
Sunshine Band, and the Alan
Parsons Project.

CC AUDI

mag

I

SUITE 305

pt^

of

This wasn't just any rock 'n roll
and you better believe it, they
meant it. The way Van Zant
handled that microphone, they
way he stood and the way he
delivered the bar bashin' words,
had a threatening overtone. The
audience was close to being

afraid.

But when the guitarists ex-

fun

GRASSROOTS

2. Amateur Talent Contest
$125.00
Ist Prize
$50.00
2nd Prize
$25.00
3rd Prize

PPsn

**s

conte

ts

will be given to all wishing to
exhibit their wanting talents

prizes

wild and

bottle

Every Mon. nite

1. Great Bluegrass Pickin

contests

mean

band; this was Lynyrd Skynyrd

st.

The Nite consists of:

eb

a

n.°-Waterloo!

232 king

featuring

stay on stage so long that they
might miss their China Grove.
"So who is this band anyway
man?"
"Well, I dunno" says another
through funny coloured smoke in
front of his face. "They did, uh,
"Sweet Home Mississippy" eh,
er some dam thing."
A man sitting beside these
boppers, grins, knowing why he
has come here tonight: to see
Lynyrd Skynyrd...But I must
admit I was basically ignorant
myself.
The lights begin to come on.
First appears "Stratacaster"
laden Steve Games, quickly
followed by the rest of the band:
Allen Collins on guitar and his
Les Pauled buddy Gary Rossington, Billy Powell (keyboards),
Leon Wilkeson (bass), Artimus
Pyle (drums), and the female
background/vocal group consistJo
ing of Cassie Games,
Billingsley and Leslie Hawkins.
Ronnie Van Zant was last,

Southern Comfort. Mickeys of
whiskey were assorted across the
amps. They were now ready to
push and kick ass.
Even the boppers were quiet
when Van Zant yelped a whistle
across the mike during the
opening chords of "Saturday
Night Special".

Bluegrass Talent & Fun Nite

fur*

Doobie Brothers, hoping that this
band "Lynyrd Skynard", doesn't

swinging

Dutch Mason Blues
Remember:

and Robert Wagner share in the
fun.

blonde hair flying

M

V-ffl

Next Wed.— Sat.
EDWARD BEAR

I
I
Ortofon's new I
Cartridges.

Hpick-upcartidges I

W

V

I

Ortofon Moving

IIJ-lll.WlllilllllliailllllllllllMJiJiiiiiii I Bk

IVIV>
HMErr

'n roll show, cliched in its own
way. A crowd of 20,000 sit
waiting in anticipation for the

jk\

i

lv

"A lost mine onThe Cariboo Trail"

MAJOR HOOPLES
BOARDING HOUSE

■

Hemingway's classic about love
and war casualties, stars Rock
Hudson, Jennifer Jones and
Vittorio dc Sica.
At midnight you'll have to toss
a coin to decide between channel
7's Georgy Girl, starring Lynn
Redgrave, James Mason, and
Alan Bates, and channel 11's The
Graduate starring Dustin Hoffman and Anne Bancroft.
On Frjday at 8 p.m. channel 79
is running another Peter Sellers
movie, this time it's Blake
Edward's The Pink Panther.
David Niven, Claudia Cardinale,

k

•_
»

.-—

DI

■»•.•

Bob Hope goes on safari on
channel 4 in Call Me Bwana, a
1963 comedy. Amusing.
For English majors, on channel
7, A Farewell to Arms, Ernest

Whiskey rock 'n roll: a tribute to
Lynyrd Skynyrd

JJ"

■Z

■•m

,

or on the tube.
There are actually some decent
movies on this week: comedies
galore, and a couple of dramas.
Tonight at 8 p.m. on channel
79, Peter Sellers plays his
bumbling French Detective to the
hilt in A Shot in the Dark. As the
TV Guide says, and I quote:
"Fair amount of slapdash fun as
bodies and sight gags pile up."
Much later, at 11:30 in fact,

p

J

•m

(and even incoherent at times),
giving you the impression that
she was told to say something to
simply fill the spaces.
Well, enjoy the game this
weekend, whether you see it live
(supporting the Laurier Hawks),

Zj'

"J
2

2

commentary of Karen Magnussen was quite unenlightening,

3. Fun Happening
A. Wet T-shirt Contest
B. Dance Contest
C. Erotic Dancers

r

contests

„
contests
4. Disco Dancing to El Baba's Top 40

GRAND HOTEL

Bridge Street Kitchener

-

744-6367

.

changed solos center stage in the
stationary spotlight, it was once
again a rock 'n roll show. A rip
roaring, have a good time, burn
yer mother rock 'n roll show.
Steve Games proceeds to rip the
hell out of his six string Strat.
This is rock 'n roll, purely
traditionised from its original
roots right to the present. It was
rock 'n roll you could never get
tired of. This was a damned tight
band.
The Doobie Brothers watched
from backstage as Ronnie Van
Zant led his band out for a second
encore: The Doobie's, most
probably, talking to their manager, looking for a new back up
act. They fizzled out onstage,
wincing to calls for Lynyrd
Skynyrd.

Ronnie V.Z. and his band
knock back some hard liquor in
the dressing room, contemplating a good bar in Toronto where
they could start a fight.
May Steve Games, Ronnie Van
Zant and Cassie Games not be
forgotten easily.

Thursday,
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IN THE SPORTLIGHT B'ball
Sports Editor, Don Stewart
Remember when the "Turk" ruled the faceoff domain in rinks
across the National Hockey League? That was back when the
Bruins were "Big and Bad" and a youngster by the name of
Robert Orr sported a flat-headed crew cut. The knees were free
of those unsightly zipper marks and "Espo" was the hottest
slotman since Richard of Les Habitants. Yes, those were good

days.
Now look at Derek Sanderson —as a hockey player he's
washed up before his time at the ripe age of 32. Not particularly
young for a centreman in the league but still several good
seasons from the banquet circuit and oldtimer games that come
with the retirement privelege.
Sanderson came to camp this fall in a rather "porky"
condition, weighing in on his usual 175 pound frame at 190 plus
pounds. He also complained of intestinal problems, parental
disputes, and a rocky relationship with his covergirl-female
companion. Not the usual training camp comments from the
average player.
But since when has Sanderson ever been "just the average
player"? Since his junior days with the Flyers in Niagara Falls,
he's always been a "Flake", going against the grain of the OT
Fogeys who ran the teams. Remember the verbal battles he had
with the then NHL President Clarence Campbell, or the time, on
a Hockey Night in Canada interview, he told of requests for
more than just autographs from admiring female companions.
As a player in his early days, what he lacked in basic talents
he more than compensated for with his gutsy on —ice display.
He converted faceoff duels into a specialized art that helped
bring the drought-ridden Bruins to the Stanley Cup trough. He
was somewhat of a forerunner to Philadelphia's Bobby Clarke
and certainly would have been an on —ice leader had "tie
maintained his spirited attitude for the game.
But instead, Sanderson chose to change his style and
consequently his level of play tarnished. His first jump was to
bail himself out of the enormous debt he had accumulated while
in Boston. He became an instant millionaire for going to the
WHA for only a brief period. After several recurring injuries,
like all good "prodigal sons", he made his way back to the
Bruins. From there Derek went Broadway to join a team
notorious for its roster of "fat cats", the Rangers. St. Louis
suffered the Blues and some red as well with Sanderson on its
payroll so they let him go with best wishes to the gullable
Canuks in Vancouver It was a gamble that went sour with the

realization of Sanderson's actual condition.
No longer does Sanderson have the security he once earned by
playing like a winner on a classy hockey club. Instead, he only
has memories of games and teams gone by. Maybe too of too of
the attitude he once reserved for the game. Yes, there were
some good days.

Tamaie on ice

by Paul Ankcorn
In the opening game on
Sunday night, Bus VI and Bus II
remained deadlocked for first
place, skating to a 4—4 tie. The
game started out as a sloppy
close checking game but then
opened up considerably with

scoring. Chuck Whipps
banged home two goals for BUS

also

V withLen Walker also replying.
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team opens season

by Jane Ellenor
The women's varsity basketball team has been practising
hard lately trying to put together
a cohesive unit to pit against
Ryerson on Friday, Nov. 4. With
only five of last years players
remaining it will obviously take

a lot of hard work and effort to

intergrate the rookies into their
system of play.
Debbie Bauer, last years
rookie/star/captain will again be
leading the troops into action

with the other old-timers follow-

ng. Jan Shilroth, one of the few
semi-tall persons on the team,
will be the starting centre, that is
if her strained ankle has healed
sufficiently.Back up for center is

will progressively become more superior to the other universifamiliar with each others moves ties. Let's wish them the best of
and abilities and therefore luck this Friday when they meet
stronger in both spirit and play. Ryerson in Toronto and lets also
But let's not forget this year. go out and support them when
The Laurier women will be out Trent travels to W.L.U. to play on
their trying to prove themselves Sat. Nov. 12.

Women's volleyball
by Rita Rice
W.L.U.'s Women's Volleyball detrimental position. Laurier
Team spiked the season off at played hard due to the fact that
Brock University on- the weekend six of the eleven players are new
of October 22nd. Laurier over- to the team this year.
Rookie Laurie Higgins didn't
powered Laurentian and State
University, New York, for thier have the opportunity of starting a
first two victories. Oakville was game, but once she set herself up
Laurier's competition for the on the court, she knew what
third match, when Laurier volleyball was all about. Laurie
suffered a loss. Being the first played exceptionally well, and
tournament of the season, the Coach Leach wishes to refer to
her play as a "Promising
women's volleyball team demonPerformance".
strated well planned and practised team play.
Laurier's Women's Volleyball
Ryerson acted as host to the Team will travel to Windsor this
Women's Volleyball tournament weekend, where the majority of
held last weekend for six representatives will be from
American schools. Upcoming
university teams. Laurier's women's met with Carelton, Laurgames for the female Hawks are
entian, Trent, Ryerson and as follows:

Cathy Meyers and rookie Karen
Danch. Diehard guards Mary
Fogale and Berrie Brown are
back too, trying to dribble the
team into a upper position in the
league standing this year.
Help comes in the form of
some promising new recuits
Linda Pathett, Angela Snoden
and Karen Danch (one of life's
little mercies —she's tall) These
players are all front-liners, while
the rookie guards including Jill Guelph. The team played a total
Burch, Pattie Flood and Luanne of ten games with no rest
Izzaro (Star pitcher for the periods. Order of play was 2
Kitchener Kieswetter Baseball straight game points for each
victory.

team.)
The

Laurier started out with RyerHawks play a short
schedule this year sincetheleague son, where they finished with a
has only four teams entered: split score, the Hawks went on to
Laurier, Ryerson, Brock and perform in the same manner,
Trent. They will play each other with Carelton and Laurier tallytwice one game at home and one ing one point each. Laurentian
away. Laurier will, however be and Trent fared poorly. While
playing several exhibition games Laurier cut them two games
through out the season to straight. Now, it was Guelph's
improve their play and prepare task against Laurier, but Guelph
the team for next years extended downed the Hawks two games.
W.L.U. captured six points in
schedule. It looks like this is a
season for developing the team the first round, which brought
for future play action. The new themoninto third place. Progressto the semi-finals, meant
crop ofrookies will be around for ing
Laurierwould
meet Guelph once
a couple of years together so they
more. This put the Hawks in a

lOth-at

ignored.
On Thursday, November 24,
Laurier's first home game will be
played in the A.C. at 7 p.m., so
come over and support the team.

Nitty Gritty on: INTRAMURALS

Don Stewart also showed flashes
of brilliance but was out guessed
on numerous occasions by Bob
Woodcock.
Inter-Residence Volleyball
BUS I and BUS TV through
many scoring opportunities.
defense out the window as BUS
lara Division
1
W L Pt
)3E
Don Bietz's goal in the final IV rallied from an early 3—o
4 0I
minute of play earned the tie for defeat by BUS I by a score of
3 1I
12
Bus 11. Jim Turnbull, Bill 7-5.
3 1I
11
Jackson, and Dalt Albrecht also
John Ross paced the winners
I3W
1 3 :
connecting twice with Jeff Ross,
tallied for BUS. H.
11
1 3 :
JohnHoarn, John Fairies, Jeff Glen Billiard, Tom Germain,
.2
0 4 (
Harper, and Jim Catania all Dave Simandl and Flashy Dave
scored for BUS VI.
Mcintosh rounding out the
Conrad Division
In the second game of the scoring.
Mike Case connected twice
evening, BUS V and BUS m
3 0 6
»2W
battled to a 3-3 draw. The game for the losers while Damon Touch Football Standings
13
2 1 4
featured solid goaltending by Bennet, Mike Case, and Brian including Oct. 31 games)
22 4
'A" Division
!2
Bob Woodcock and Kirby Sea- Maher all tallied. Despite only
East
TPu
W
L
I2E
1 2 2
bourne.
one
their
first
four
having
point in
0 3 0
2 0 15 l3
Greg McKenzie paced BUS games, BUS I has not played that Willison B3
04 0
20 15 13
HI with his 8 and 9 goals of the bad this year, but have lost a Little Bl Bruisers
10 2 4
krts 2 Rams
young season with H. Constable number of close decisions.
12 0 2
Willison A3
Women's Volleyball
Little Rebels
0 3 0 0 Final
Standings
0 3 0 0
Littel A2W
Misfits
4 1 8
4 18
Comic Relief
West
4 1 8
3 0 0 6 Plata's
Bus 3 Go-4-its
2 3 4
Molloy's
Little A3W
3 0 0 6
0 5 0
dingers
0
Willison Orsinis
12 2
0 5 0
Little Raquets
12 0 2 Conrad B2
0 3 0 0 (withdrew)
Little A1W
0 3 0 0
Bus 2 Gord's Lords
Monday Nov. 7
"B" Division
Misfits (bye)
forth
7:45
Comic Relief vs Molloy' s
iir Willie's Wonders
2 0 0 4
Plata's vs Clingers
10 13 8:30
'enthouse Panters
Two winners play
10 13
Jus 3 HilMards
Monday Nov. 14
0
111 7:45 Final Misfits vs (survivor)
ieogO'Leary's
"earn Canada
0 111

Hockey
Opening Home Game
tonight at 8:00 p.m.
Hawks vs Guelph
Kitchener Auditorium
Hawks vs Mustangs

in
Division Championship
at Western
Saturday at 1:00 p.m.

Ist league game-Nov.

York
Ist home game-Thurs. Nov. 24th
at 7 p.m. against University of
Toronto.
League Tournament-Nov. 18-19
-at York.
2nd home game-Dec. 2nd.
Regardless of the point that
many of the players are rookies
this year, the team has proven
potential to show a good
performance in their future
games. Laurier is succeeding at
developing a name in university
athletics this fall so don't let your
women's volleyball team *be

,ittle B3

0 2 0 0

ilasgow
Villison Al
Villison A2
jess

Brown's Band

jttle A2E

Slkin's Elks

Final Co-ed Volleyball
Standings

<outh

2 0 04
2 00 4
110 2
0 2 00
0 2 0 0
0 2 0 0

Misfits
Geography
Jacklyn's

Blue Devils

Nomads
Locusts(disbanded)

5
3
3
2
2
0

0
2
2
3
3
5

H
6
6
4
4
0

Wednesday Nov. 2
7:45
Misfits vsJacklyn's
Geography vs Blue Devils

Winners play final

8:30

Men's Soccer Standings
Ragtags

Ihinese

win

>y detai

Celtic

Hockey Update

htober 19
leog
Willison
leaver Eaters
lee Bees

9
2
15
4

Ictober 26

11
11
5
3

lee Bees

Villison

leaver Eaters
leog.

Scoring Highlights
October 19
JohnBowen

Graham Smart

McCarthy

2G 2A for Geog.
5G 2A for Eaters
3G 2A for Eaters

October 26
Pierrt-Joyal 4G 2A for Dee Bees
Scanlon
3G for Dee Bees
J. Watson
3G 1A for Willison
G. Smart
2G 1A for Eaters
Rick Charnuski
2G for Geog.

Men's Volleyball
illison B3
illison Left Overs

r*n»

ni-i

4 2 8
3 4 6
1 6 2
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Switalsk

by

pic
The Blitz is on and Fred Brown [57] is about to catch Blues' Quarterback Dan Feraday [18] unaware with
a bone crunching hit. Result: Feraday and ball part company and Hawks' John Miller recovers ball. It
was the final turnover in the action-packed fourth quarter and Laurier went on to register a 25-11 win.

TORONTO SINGS THE BLUES
The Golden Hawks rocked the
Toronto Varsity Blues in their
own backyard by giving a near
perfect first half performance and
then by cashing in on several
off-key Toronto plays to win the
playoff opener by a 24-11 score.
The final point spread was not
totally indicative of the game
itself. Laurier held a slim
touchdown lead going into the
fourth quarter and Toronto
threatened thereafter to tie it up.
Numerous turnovers occurred
but the Blues failed to utilize
them to their advantage. The
final one occurred with about two
minutes remaining in the game
after Toronto had moved the ball
on two consecutive 18 year pass
completions to the Hawks own 37
yard line. On the very next play

the Blues' quarterback, Dan
Feraday, stepped back to unload
yet another pass but was cracked
with a thunderous blow from a
blitzing Fred Brown. As Feraday
collapsed to the ground, the ball
dislodged from his grip and
tackle, Bruce Holland, raced in to
snatch the loose ball, thereby
giving the Hawks possession.
"The team bent but did not
break", according to Assistant
coach Rick Newborough."Like a
rubber band we stretched but
came back with the ball at the
right times." And that they sure
did, as the Hawks on several
occasions faired out well on
potentially disastrous turnovers.
Defensively the Hawks squeezed the life from Toronto's
running attack by limiting them
to a paltry net gain of five yards

for the afternoon. However the
Blues' air attack was more

successful—resembling a Pearl
Harbour bombing spree at
times—moving 360 yards against
us. But a substantial opening half
lead of 18-1 and "Toronto's
inability to crack the Hawks'
defence from in close led to their
eventual demise.
By virtue ofthe win, the Hawks
advance to the division championship against Western Mustangs this Saturday in London.

The

mustangs qualified by
edging the Windsor Lancers
14-13 last weekend. The Lancers
blew away hopes of winning
when they missed a 31 yard field
goal attempt with just 50 seconds
remaining in the fourth quarter.
The Lady Godiva Memorial
band make their presence known
as they entered the venerable
Varsity Stadium and were well
received by the 7,000 plus fans in
attendance on that crisp clear
afternoon. The band itselfhas its
own unique semi-degenerate
style and is renowned for their
disguised version of that traditional rendition of "O Canada".
First quarter action started
with a daring onside kick by
Toronto that failed. Several

minutes later though, the Blues
succeeded in taking the first
scoring liberty, by trapping a 52

yard punt deep in the Hawks end
zone. Laurier later put themselves on the score board when
Jerry Gulyes boated a 20 yarder
to give us a 3-1 lead with just
seconds remaining in the quarter.

The second quarter was by far
the Hawks' most impressive of
the game and would rank with
Laurier's best quarters to date

This gave the Blues
defence the opportunity to go to
just a three man backfield and
the added pressure on the line
this season. The offense spear- elliminated much of the sting
headed its way through Toronto's from our usually potent running
line for two majors, while attack. Both teams used, more
the defensive crew constantly time when in control offensively
checked any serious Toronto in this third quarter. However,
drives.
Toronto executed the successful
Jim Reid, in his customary, scoring bid by cashing in on a 96
form, notched two of his three yard downfield march making the
touchdowns for the day in this score 18-8.
frame.

Starting

quarterback,

Paul Nelson, also used halfbacks
Colwell and Burke along with
reciever Dom Vetro to move the
ball into scoring positions
Defensively both Mark Forsyth
and. Bob Stacey added to
Feraday's problems in the
passing

department.

Forsyth

blocked two potential completions and nabbed one deep in the

Hawks' own end for himself. Bob
Stacey added two interceptions
for his collection as well. Along
the ground, tackles Bruce Holland and John Miller, teamed up
to plug any visible openings in
the front line and even moved in
to sack Feraday on several

cans.

cage with a hit that sent both
Feraday and the ball into
different directions. Bruce Holland recovered the ball for
Laurier and the Blues never
pressured the Hawks seriously

again.
Les Protopapas who was a late
replacement for the injured
Nelson fired an unexpected 28
yard pass to Dan Kirby and then

Jim Reid who in turn
went for the final "TD". Jerry
Guyles finalized the score at
25-11 with 50 seconds remaining
on his single point conversion.
This Saturday at 1:00 p.m. the
Golden Hawks take on the
Western Mustangs in London for
the division championships. This
game promises to be an exciting
one, as is always the case when
these two clubs meet. A limited
number of advanced tickets will
be sold in the concourse till
went to

The final quarter was the scene
of several turnovers for both
teams. Toronto moved the ball
rather convincingly on several
plays to the Hawks 15 yard line.
But when threatening to go for
the major, they could not beat the
reliable defence. Twice, Feraday
attempted passing plays and both
times was foiled by astute
defensive moves. Toronto did,
however, then move within tying Friday.
range when kicker Mike Sokovnin
Tackle, Mike Sitko, offensive
connected on a 21 yard field goal
to make the score 18-11. Minutes captain and five year veteran for
later Toronto again gained the Hawks has assured me that
possession when Reid fumbled a the team is ready and up for this
Nelson handoff at the Hawks 30 rematch. He added that the
yard line. Once more Feraday Hawks like always, will be very
attempted to score from the air physical with the Mustangs. He
and released a suicidal lob that called his club "a super team",
became Brent Scott's second the all-around best he's played
on during his impressive career
interception of that half.
as a Golden Hawk.

occasions.
The final scoring before the
half resulted when a wide field
goal attempt was trapped for a
single point making the score
18-1 for the Hawks.
The Blues final opportunity
The halftime rest did little to
complement Laurier's second came when they moved into
half offensive output. It became Golden Hawk territory with just
evident that the Hawks had left under four minutes remaining in
their passing plays somewhere in the match. This was when
the dressing room with the defensive end Fred Brown
orange peels and empty Gatorade rearranded the quaterback's rib

Certainly the Hawks are a
"SUPER TEAM" and with the
help of some generous fan
support on Saturday, they will
move one step closer to their
College Bowl goal!
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OUAA Allstar picks
The 1977 All-Star team was chosen and five members of this year's Golden Hawks made the prestigous
list. Rookie Phil Colwell was chosen as the division representative for the Canadian Rookie of the Year
award.

Mike Murphy

—

Jerry Gulyes

Linebacker

—

Kicker

Fred Brown

Jim Reid

—

—

Defensive End

Fullback

John Miller

—

Defensive Tackle

Phil Colwell

—

Halfback

Fowler

by

Pic
Theaftermath of a Jim Reid rush...mounds of bodies left behind as Jim rips on for more
yardage. Jim ran for 95 yards and three touchdowns in the game.

Pic by Switalski
in
on
cuts
for
open space as
Bob stacey (22) puts the brakes
and
Bruce Holland (61) and Jim O'Keefe (20) block in background.
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QB Paul Nelson goes one-on-one with Toronto's Bruce Pollack as Jim Reid (32), Ken Parsons (53), Mike
Sitko (44) and Rich Bellamy (41) look on.
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in this issue:
it's greaser time!
Hawks stomp Blues
a few bad habits
TV and kids

Winter Carnival events
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Business Student
drives Toronto to
Waterloo weekdays return. Space
for one passenger.
$4.00 a day. Call
884-0650

LJohn

1

I

NEED

CONFIDENTIAL
HELP?
LEGAL AID

There's only one
specialist...

mmm**m%m.

PARADE
The student's heaven

2nd Floor S.U.B.
Mon.-Thurs.
10am-4pm
Fr 'day
Noon-2pm

„

TTT.^. T

„_

I

(next Walper Hotel)

,

Fridays Only
4.20pm Lv.
4.25pm.

NOTICE

—

.

1.1
an appeal, it would be best to do so immediately,
through the same channels.

°

Serving the towns of Ayr, Cambridge,
Plattsville, Innerkip, Woodstock, Otterville,
Delhi, Simcoe, & intermediate points.

J

4.35pm.

■ /VW

There were exams in the Dining Hall on
Wednesday the 26th, Thursday the 27th of
October. There was also an exam on Saturday,
October 22nd in the Library Reserve Room. Your
Student Union and Student Senators have
questioned such things as lighting, heat, closeness
of participants and other complaints about these
please come
exams.lf you too have a complaint
into the WLUSU Office and put a note in the
Student Complaints mailbox. If yOU are really
perturbed and want to discuss the situation or file

. . ..
"

□
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KITCHENER

884-5330

+
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Going Home for the Weekend?
iSi

PAPERBACK

DEPARTMENT
J

I I

PApERBACKS?

Sun. or Hoi Mon.
Wat. Univ. North Ent. Ar. 9.20pm
Wat. Univ. South Ent.
9.16pm
Wilfrid Laurier
9.13pm

Call U.T.I. 744-3558 for further information OR
pick up a detailed timetable of departures and
returns at the Housing Office.

■

an open invitation

to worship
in
Keffer Memorial Chapel
(in the seminary Building)

Ecumenical Worship
Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays, Fridays
io: oo—10:20 a.m.
Wednesdays

12:30—1:20 a.m.

„ (with the Chapel Choir,

Prof. B. Cabena, director)

Additional Opportunities
For worship
Sundays at 11:00 a.m.
Rev. b. Begio, presider

Wednesdays at 10:00 p.m.
Holy Communion
Rev. B. Beglo, celebrant

